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CHAPTERS 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY, ALIGARH 
Deeply moved by the economic and educational backwardness 
of his community after the revolt of 1857, Sir Syed Ahmad Khan 
was quick to realize that in order to arrest he rapid decline of the 
community and set it back on its feet. So in 1875, he founded a High 
school at Aligarh, which within three years, was raised to a college 
known as Mohammadan Anglo Oriental College. The Aligarh 
Muslim University, Aligarh established by the Aligarh Muslim 
University, Act of 1920 evolved out of this college. 
In 1875 he founded a High School at Aligarh, which within 
three years, was raised to a college known as Mohammadan Anglo-
Oriental College. The Aligarh Muslim University established by the 
Aligarh Muslim University Act of 1920 evolved out of this college. 
In the original scheme of the MAO College, there was no 
provision for women's education, but there was so much demand for 
it that in 1942 the Muslim Girls' school was raised to the status of a 
full-fledged degree college for women. Since the adoption of the 
Act of 1951, which empowered the university to make special 
arrangements in respect of residence, discipline and teaching of 
women students, the college taken over by the University and is now 
one of the several institutions maintained by it. 
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The Aligarh Muslim University maintains several college and 
institutes, important among which are the Zakir Husain College of 
Engineering and Technology, the Ajmal Khan Tibbiya College, the 
Jawaharlal Nehru Medical College, the Institute of Ophthalmology, 
the Institute of Islamic College, the centre of West Asian Studies, 
the Centre for Advanced Studies in History, the University 
Polytechnic, the University Women's Polytechnic and five high i 
schools including one for blind students. 
The Aligarh Muslim University is essentially a residential 
university most of its over 27000 students staying in 69 hostels 
grouped under 16 hall of Residence, including Non Resident Student 
Centre (NRSC). Our students represents 28 states of the country and 
many foreign countries. Three halls of residence with an intake of 
over 3000 are earnmarked for the female students. The residential 
character of the university, as envisioned by the founder, has 
contributed as much to the all round personality development and 
moral and intellectual training of the students as the classrooms, 
laboratories and playgrounds. As a premier education institution the 
university foster a rich and stimulating teaching, learning and 
research environment at all levels. 
The University has eight centres under UGC's Special 
Assistance programme in the Departments of Arabic. Geography, 
Persian, Muscology, Linguistics, History, Biochemistry and 
Electronics. The Departments of Persian, Electronics Engineering 
and Linguistics have been accorded Departmental Research Scheme 
status during this financial year the Department of History enjoys the 
privileged status of Centre of Advanced Studies. Recently the 
Economics 
Department of Zoology has been selected by the Department of 
Science and Technology under its FIST programme with a generous 
grant of Rs. 60 lakhs. 
The Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh is a premier central 
University with several faculties and maintained institutions and 
draws students from all corners of the country as well as from 
foreign countries, especially Africa, West Asia and South East Asia. 
In some courses, seats are reserved for students from SAARC and 
Commonwealth countries. 
The University has 12 faculties namely Agricultural sciences, 
Arts, Commerce Engineering and Technology, Law, Life Sciences, 
Medicine, Management Studies and Research Science, Social 
Sciences, Theology and Unani Medicine. 
The Social Science Faculty has many departments such as 
Economics, Education, History, Islamic Studies, Political Science, 
Sociology, Human rights. Psychology etc. 
1.2 DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMICS 
The Department of Economics established in 1920 is one of the 
major departments of the faculty of Social Sciences. The department 
has been served by some dignitaries who v/ere, later on, elevated to 
higher positions in different fields in India as well as abroad, 
including Late Prof., Ehsan Rasheed, Former Vice-Chancellor, 
Karanchi University, Pakistan; Prof, Abdul Oayyiim, Retired 
Profesor, University of Standford, USA; Dr. A Haseeb who rose to 
the position of Executive Director, RBI (Reserve Bank of India); 
Prof., Nijatullah Sidiqui who got Shah Faisal award of kingdom of 
'Economics 
Saudi Arabia and Prof. F.R. Faridi who did pioneering work in 
Islamic Economics etc. 
Some of the old boys of the Department include his 
Excellency, Sri Babu Parmanand, Governor, Haryana(2002) and 
Deans, principals, Professors and large number of IPS, lES and IRS 
officers etc. 
The physical facilities have been expanded with the 
cooperation of the Universities Grant Commission (Govt, of 
India).As a result the Department today's stands in the front line of 
Economics Departments in Indian Universities, and is represented 
through its faculty on all the apex bodies of the Economics in the 
country. The alumini of this Department are holding importent 
position throughout the world. Our present faculty members are also 
very often invited to give lectures in the seminars/symposia and 
conferences organized by various and national and international 
agencies. 
1.2.1 Departmental Library 
The Seminar library, Department of Economics is the pride 
possession and it is considered as one of the most valuable 
economics libraries among the Universities of the country. It 
contains one of the richest collections of books and journals in the 
field of Economics and allied subjects. It subscribes nearly 8938 
books and 44 journals (15 national and 29 international journals). 
1.2.2 Teaching Faculty 
The teaching faculty of the Department presently consists of 2 
Professors, 8 Readers, and 4 Lecturers. Most of the senior faculty 
Economics 
have a wide experience of training abroad, and the thrust areas are 
Agricultural Economics, International Economy, Industrial 
Economics and Public Finance. 
1.2.3 Student Strength 
The Department teaches Economics to about 400 
undergraduate and 130 postgraduate students. Moreover, there are 
45 research scholars for whom M.Phil, and Ph.D. program is 
organized. 
1.2.4 Field of Research 
Researches in the Department are mainly carried out in the 
field of Industrial Economics, International Economy, Indian 
Economy, Public Finance, Money & Banking, Economic growth and 
development and Agricultural Economy 
1.3 ECONOMICS 
Economics is the social science that studies the production, 
distribution, and consumption of goods and services. The term 
economics comes from the Greek for Oikos (house) and normos 
(custom or law), hence "rules of the house (hold)" Ancient economic 
thought dates farm earlier Mesepatamian. Greek, Roman, Indian, 
Chinese, Persian and Arab civilizations. Notable writers include 
Aristotle. Chanakya, Qin Shi Haung, Thomas Aquinas and Ibn 
Khaldun through to the 14"^  century. Joseph Schumpeter' initially 
considered the late scholastics of the 14^ '^  to 17'^' centuries as 
"coming nearer than any other group to being the 'founders ' of 
scientific economic" as to monetary, interest and value theory within 
a 'natural law perspective However, Scheumpeter later viewed Ihn 
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Khaldun as being the closest forerunner of modern economics, as 
many of his economic theories were not known in Europe until 
relatively modern times. 
Physiocrats^ a group of 18"^  century French thinkers and 
writers, developed the idea of the economy as a circular flow of 
income and output. 
Adam Smith'^ described their system "with all its imperfection 
of as perhaps the purest approximation to the truth that has yet been 
published" on the subject. Publication of Adam Smith's the wealth 
of National in 1776, has been described as "the effective birth of 
economics as a separate discipline". The book identified land, labor 
and capital as the three factors of production and the major 
contributors to a nation's wealth. Later the term political economy 
referred by Smith was graduate replaced in general usage by 
'Economics' after 1870. 
Modern economics developed out of the broader field of 
political economy in the late \9^^ century, owing to desire to use an 
empirical approach more akin to the physical science. 
At a higher level of generality, Paul Samuelson's^ treatise 
foundation of Economic Analysis(1974) used mathematical methods 
to express the theory, particularly as to maximizing behavioral 
relations of agents reaching equilibrium. According to Mark Blaug 
,because of critics, economics has undergone a thorough cumulative 
formalization and elaboration of concepts and methods since 1940, 
some of which have been toward application of the hypothetico-
deductive method to explain real-word phenomenon ( economic 
emperialism). 
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1.3.1 BASIC CONCEPTS 
Economics is the study of law people choose to use resources. 
The resources include the time and talent people have available land, 
buildings, equipment, and other tools on hand, and the knowledge of 
how to combine them to create useful products and services. 
In short, economics includes the study of labor, land and 
investments, of money, income, and production and of taxes and 
government expenditures. Economists seek to measure well being, to 
learn how well being may increase overtime, and to evaluate the well 
being of the rich and the poor. The most famous book in economics 
is the "enquiry into the nature and courses of the wealth of Nat ions" 
written by Adam Smith , published in, 1776 in Scotland. 
Thus Economics is one social science among several but has 
fields bordering on other areas, including economic geography, 
economic history, public choice, cultural economics and institutional 
economics. It is the study of how individuals and groups make 
decisions with limited resources as to best satisfy their wants, needs 
and desires. 
1.3.2 DEFINITION OF ECONOMICS 
1) "The branch of social science that deals with the production 
and distribution and consumption of goods and services and 
their management" (wordnet.princeton.edu/ perl/ webwn) 
2) "It is the means by which society uses human and natural 
resource in the pursuit of human welfare. As such, economics 
extends beyond the boundaries of a single organization and is 
inextricably linked to both the environmental and social 
Economics 
elements of sustainable development, (www.novonordisk.com 
/sustainablility/vaus in action / anusurance /definitionasp.) 
3) "The study of how societies allocate and manage their scarce 
resources (www.orgmax.com/abmt/article.php.) 
4) According to Lionel Robbins 
"Economics is the Science which studies human behaviour as a 
relationship between given ends and scared means which have 
alternative uses" 
5) According to Merrian Webster's on-line dictionary 
"It is a social science concerned chiefly with description and 
analysis of the production, distribution, and consumption of 
goods and services". 
6) According to Online Economics Dictionary 
"The Science that deals with the production, distribution and 
consumption of commodities". 
7) According to Alfred Marshall 
"Economics is a study of mankind in the ordinary business of 
life. It examines that part of individual and social action 
which is most closely connected with the attainment and with 
the use of material requisites of well being" 
1.3.3 CATEGORIES OF ECONOMICS 
• The techniques of economics have been applied to many 
different activities, leading to the development of a wide 
Economics 
range of sub-disciplines. However the principal 
categories of economics that are of interest to the general 
reader are as following: 
1} Microeconomics 
Is about the use of the resources of land, capital and labour, 
their allocation to the production of particular goods and services, 
their relative prices, and how they are distributed among customers. 
It examines those issues by considering transactions between 
consumers and producers, acting singly or in groups. Many of its 
theorems were developed by deductive reasoning in the late 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and most of them are now 
considered by economics to be uncontroversial 
2) Macroeeonomics 
Is about such economy- wide quantities as national income, the 
general level of prices, and the unemployment rate. It examines the 
behaviour of the economy as unified system of interacting activities. 
It is a twentieth century development that has had a major influence 
upon the political history of that century. Many of its theorems are 
still under development. 
3) Welfare Economics 
Is about the impact of decisions upon the economic well being 
of those affected. It provides the theoretical basis for the practice of 
cost/benefit analysis. Its methodology is derived from that of 
microeconomics and most of its theorems are also considered to be 
uncontroversial. 
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4) Financial Economics 
Treats the financial system as an open interactive system 
dealing both in claims upon future goods and services and in the 
allocation of the risks that are associated with such claims. It is 
concerned with the investment choices made by individuals, with the 
financial choices made by corporations, with the conduct of 
Financial organize that act as financial intermediate between 
individuals and corporations; and with the effects of it all upon the 
economy. 
5) International Economics 
It is about such matter as impart restrictions, exchange rate 
regimes, international capital flows and the impact of trade policies 
upon developing countries. I t 's methodology was initially derived in 
the nineteenth century from the methodology of microeconomic but 
it now has much in common with that of macroeconomics. 
6) Behavioural Economics 
Seeks to gain an understanding of economic behaviour by 
means of "Laboratory experiments" in which the experimenters 
record the conduct of groups of subjects taking part in simulated 
taking part in simulated economic activities such as bargaining and 
decision taking. 
7) Environmental Economics:-
Environmental economics is concerned with issues related to 
degradation, enhancement, or preservation of the environment. In 
particular, public bads from production or consumption, such as air 
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pollution can lead to market failure. The subject considers have 
public policy can be used to correct such failures policy options 
include regulations that reflect cost benefit analysis or market 
solutions that change incentives such as emission fees, or 
redefinition of property right. 
8) Information Economics 
Information Economics examines how information affects 
economic decision making. An important focus is the concept of 
information asymmetry, where one party has more of better 
information than the other. The economics of information has 
relevance in many fields, including finance insurance, contract, 
lane, and decision making under risk and uncertainly. 
9) Managerial Economics 
Managerial economics applies microeconomic analysis to 
specific decisions in business firms or other management units. It 
draws heavily from quantitative methods such as operations research 
and programming and from statistical methods which as regression 
analysis in the absence of certainly and perfect knowledge. 
10) Mathematical Economics 
Mathematical economics refers to application of mathematical 
methods to represent economic theory or analyze problems posed in 
economics. It uses such methods as calculus and matrix algebra. 
11) Econometrics 
Econometrics applies mathematical and statistical methods to 
11 
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analyze data related to economic modes. For example, a theory may 
hypothesize that a person with more education will on average earn 
more income than person with less education holding everything else 
equal. 
12) Agricultural Economics 
Agricultural economics is one the oldest and most established 
field of economics. It is the study of the economic forces that affect 
the agricultural sector and agricultural sectors impact on the rest of 
the economy. 
13) Economic Systems 
Economic systems is the branch of economics that studies the 
method and institutions by which societies determined the 
ownership, direction, and allocation of economic resources. For eg. 
Socialist system and capitalist system, in which most production 
occurs in respective state run and private enterprise. 
14) Labour Economics 
Labour economics seeks to understand the functioning of the 
market and dynamics for labour. It looks at the suppliers of labour 
services (workers), the demand of labour services (employers) and 
attempts to understand the resulting patterns of wages and other 
labour income else. 
15) Law and economics 
Some economists use the tools of economics to study the 
incentives for human behaviour that one defined by the legal system 
12 
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Property rights, for example are essential for markets to work well 
but they can be defined in variety of ways that have different effects 
on the well being of people. 
16) Urban, Rural, and Regional Economics 
Economists analyze the location decisions of households and 
firms and the associated issues in housing, transportation, and local 
government. 
17) Business Economics 
It study decisions made by firms. How do firms maximize 
profit? What prices should they set and how much should they set 
and how much should they produce? What is the role of incentives 
within the firm, of entrepreneurship and leadership? 
1.3.4 USES OF ECONOMICS 
There are following uses of the economics as mentioned 
below:-
1) The economic theory makes particular contributions to the 
understanding of the subjects of history, geography, and 
politics. 
2) It 's findings are essential to the practice of business 
management, financial management, accountancy and 
commercial law 
3) For economic fore casting 
4) Advise to company executives concerning the consequences 
13 
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for sales and profits of alternative courses of actions. 
5) Advice to investors concerning the performance of 
particular markets. 
6) Advice to regulatory authorities concerning the impact of 
regulations upon the economy. 
7) And advice to governments concerning the effects of 
alternative policy actions upon economic efficiency, prices, 
output and economic stability. 
14 
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Citation JinaCysis 
CHAPTER 2 
CITATION ANALYSIS 
2.1 CITATION 
Citation is a powerful and easy to use bibliographic database 
system for research writing that organizes notes and tracks 
references. Citation provides academic writers with a system for 
entering references as a records in a database program on "note card-
like" forms, rather than as formatted footnotes or full bibliographic 
cites prepared according to a style guide. Once the records are in a 
citation database, you will be able to generate citations in any style 
you need, instantly. 
Thus a "citation" is the way you tell your readers that certain 
material in your work came from another source. It also gives your 
readers the information necessary to find that sources again 
including. 
> Information about the author 
> The title of the work 
> The name and location of the company that published your 
copy of the source 
^ The date your copy was published 
> The page numbers of the material you are borrowing. 
17 
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2.2 UNIQUE IDENTIER 
Along with information such as author, date of publication, 
title etc citation may also include unique identifiers depending on 
the type of work being referred to 
> Citations of books may include an International Standard book 
number (ISBN) 
> Specific volumes, articles or other identifiable parts of a 
periodicals may have a associated serial item and contribution 
Identifier (SICI). 
> Electronic documents may have a digital object identifier 
(DOI) 
> Biomedical research articles may have a PubMed Identifier 
(PMID) 
2.3 SOURCES OF CITATION DATA 
Any document containing list of references can provide the 
raw material for citation analysis and citation counts. The source of 
citation data can also be derived from existing bibliographies, 
indexing and abstracting services and even library catalogues. It may 
also be derived from primary journals in a discipline or subject for 
a specific period. The Science Citation Index (1961, ISI), Social 
Science Citation Index (1969,ISI) and Arts and Humanities Citation 
Index( 1978,ISI) constitute major source of citation Index and 
constitute major source of citation data. The Journal citation report 
published as companion volume to both 'Science Citation Index and 
Social Science Citation Index also provide wealth of data for 
bibliometric analysis. 
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2.4 DEVELOPMETN OF CITATION INDEXING 
The concept behind citation indexing is fundamentally simple. 
There were three factors that led to the development of citation 
indexing back in the 1960s. The subsequent beginning of the 
literature created a need for a method of indexing and retrieval that 
would be more cost effective and efficient than the current model of 
human indexing of materials for subject specific indices. The second 
factor was the growing dissatisfaction with the capacity of subject 
indexing to meet the needs of the active researcher. Along with this 
need was the hope that automation might hold the answers, the third 
and final factor in the developments of citation Indexing. 
Dr. Eugene Garfield,' founder and now chairman emeritus of 
Institute of Scientific Information Philadelphia was deeply involved 
in the research relating to machine generated indexes in the mid 
1950s and early 1960s. The Welch Medical Library indexing project, 
as it was called was to investigate the role of automation in the 
organization and retrieval of medical literature. The hope was that 
the problems associated with subjective human judgment in selection 
of descriptors and indexing terms could be eliminated. 
In the early 1960s, Eugene Garfield and associates developed 
two pilot projects that would test the viability and efficiency of 
citation indexing. 
The first project involved the creation of a database that would 
index the citations of 5,000 chemical patents held by two private 
pharmaceutical companies. Second pilot project in 1962 involved 
Garfield's recently incorporated enterprise, the Institute for 
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Scientific Information, with the United States National institutes of 
Health in building on index to the published literature on genetics. 
Eugene Garfield was encouraged to move ahead with the 
private publication of his multidisciplinary citation index as the first 
education of the Science Citation Index (SCI), Available for 
purchase since 1963, the SCI then and now represents the most 
comprehensive citation index to the scientific journal literature. 
Today the web based version of that India covers 5,600 journals 
across more than 150 scientific disciplines. Now it is considered to 
be one of the most reliable of resources in tracing the development 
of an idea across the multiple of disciplines that are part of our body 
of scientific knowledge. 
The Science Citation Index Expanded format, available 
through the web of Science and the online version Sci Search cover 
to current and retrospective bibliographic information, author 
abstracts, and cited references found in more than 5,800 of the 
world 's leading scholarly Science and Technical journals covering 
more than 100 disciplines. 
2.4.1 CITATION INDEXES 
Eugene Garfield was the first o realize the presence of a 
cognitive and moral connection between sources and their 
references. He showed the possibility of constructing an index on the 
basis of structured list of all references in a given collection of 
articles, where each cited reference is followed by all the citing 
documents. 
All the documents are likely to contain a list of references or 
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bibliographic citations. This is the way in which author shows the 
foundation on which the document is prepared. Hence there is a link 
between the document and items cited in its list of references. This 
can be inverted and say that there is a link between the original item 
and the documents citing it or under one cited document, all the 
citing documents that have cited it are listed. For example, if three 
papers A, B and C have cited X, then the citation index will list all 
the citing documents A, B and C under the cited document ' X ' . By 
scanning very large number of documents by means of computer, 
the citation index can establish a much large number of such links 
between scientific articles and their citation. 
There are following types of citation index 
> Science Citation Index 
> Genetic Citation Index 
> Social Science Citation Index 
> Arts and Humanities Citation Index 
> Derwent Innovation Index 
2.4.1.1 Science Citation Index (SCI) 
This Science Citation Index of the Institute for Scientific 
information is a good example of the integrated search system for a 
comprehensive coverage of the periodical literature in science and 
technology in general. SCI covers over 3,000 scientific journals and 
nearly 1,200 books, representing more than 100 disciplines such as 
Agricultural, Biological Physical etc. In 1961, Eugene Garfield 
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brought out on experimental Science Citation Index after same 
experimental studies. SCI started regularly in 1964 with two main 
parts: citation Index and Source index. The third part; Permuterm 
Subject Index was added from 1966. Presently, this quarterly 
comprehensive system indexes over 6,00,00 new items each year. 
SCI includes articles, short communications, letters reviews etc. SCI 
expanded format available through the web of science and the online 
version, SCi. Search cover more than 5,800 journals. 
2.4.1.1 SOCIAL SCIENCE CITATION INDEX 
As SCI covers scientific literature in science and technology, 
the Social Science Citation Index (SSCI) covers literature in social 
sciences. SSCI commenced its publication in 1973. SSCI Indexes 
every article and significant editorial from world 's one thousand 
most important social science journals. Apart from it, SSCI 
selectively covers another 2,200 journals from natural, physical and 
biomedical sciences and indexes. These articles which are relevant to 
the social sciences. Like SCI, it consists of 
(i) Citation Index 
(ii) Source Index 
(iii) Permuterm Index 
2.4.1.3 GENETIC CITATION INDEX 
Shepard's citations were first published in 1873 to document 
each place a case had been cited, so that lawyers and judges could 
determine whether particular decision was still valid laws. But in 
1961, while working on a grant from the National Institute Health to 
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produce a Genetics Citation Index in 1961, Garfield realized that a 
multidisciplinary retrieval tool would be valuable as he found that 
many genetics articles were published in journals that were not 
explicitly genetics journals. 
2.4.1.4 ARTS AND HUMANITIES CITATION INDEXES 
The Arts and Humanities Citation Index has some unique 
features, including the ability to search for implicit citations and 
citation to creative works of art and music. This provide access to 
current and retrospective bibliographic information and cited 
references found in over 15,500 of the world 's leading Arts and 
Humanities. 
2.4.1.5 DERWENT INNOVATION INDEX 
Derwent innovation index opens the power of patent searching 
to all levels of an organization. It offers an unrivalled breadth of 
coverage by combining value added patent records from Drwent 
world patent Index with patent citation information from patents 
citation Index. 
2.5. WEB OF SCIENCE 
Web of Science is an online academic database provided by 
Thomson Scientific. It provides access to five databases; Science 
Citation IndexfSCI). Social Sciences. Citation Index. fSSCI). Arts 
and Humanities Citation Index (A & HCI), Index Chemiciis and 
Current Chemical Reactions. Its databases cover about 8,700 leading 
journals of Science, technology, social sciences, arts and 
Humanities. 
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The three citation databases listed above contain references 
which have been cited by other articles. One may use such citations 
to undertake cited reference searching, that is locating article which 
cite on earlier publication. One may also search the three citation 
databases by topic by author, by source title, and by address. 
2.6 SCI SEARCH 
A cited reference Science database is an international 
multidisciplinary index to the literature of Science,technology 
biomedicine and related disciplines produced by Thomson Scientific. 
It contains all of the records published in SCI, plus additional 
records in engineering, physical Science, Environment Science etc. 
It also indexes all significant items (articles, review papers, meeting 
papers, letters book reviews, correction notices, additional etc. from 
more than 6,100 international Science and technological journals. 
2.7 File Data Web of Science 
Citation Indexes 
Science Citation Index 
Expanded 
Social Science Citation 
Index 
Arts & Humanities 
Citation Index 
Covered 
Journal 
6,126 
1,802 
1,136 
New 
Records 
Weekly 
22,200 
3,000 
1,800 
'new cited 
Ref. 
weekly 
420,60 
70,600 
15,500 
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2.8 Other Available Formats 
Citation Index 
Science 
Citation Index 
Social Science 
Citation Index 
Arts & 
Humanities 
Citation Index 
Online 
Sci Search 
(1974-present) 
Social 
SciSearch 
(1972-present) 
Arts and 
Humanities 
Search (1980-
present) 
Print 
Annual 
cummuiations 
(1961-present) 
Annual 
cumulations 
(1969-present) 
Semi-annual 
Cumulations 
(1986-present 
CD-ROM 
Monthly issues 
withAnnual 
cumulations 
backfiles to 
1991 
Backfiles to 
1992 
Backfiles to 
1995 
2.9 BIBLIOMETRICS 
The term "Bibliometrics" was first coined by Alan Pritchard 
in 1969. he defined it us, the application of mathematical and 
statistical methods to books and other media of communication", 
during 1970s, bibliometrics developed into a scientific tool for 
literature assessment and now it has been based mainly on the 
principles of mathematical statistics. 
Bonitz defined it as, Bibliometrics is a methodological sub 
discipline of library science including the complex of mathematical 
and statistical methods used for analysis of scientific and non-
scientific documents, library networks indexing languages, 
information systems, communication systems, etc. 
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In short, the Bibliometrics is a formed scientific sub-discipline 
including the complex of mathematical and statistical methods used 
to analyse bibliographical characteristics of documents. Whole 
Scientom.etrics is a formed structural part of methodology, including 
the complex of mathematical and statistical methods used to analyse 
the quantitative characteristics of Science as an enterprise. Further, 
informatrics is a scientific sub-discipline not yet formed. The 
problem of its research objective to be formed on the concept 
' information' is not solved yet. 
2.10 CITATION ANALYSIS 
Citation Analysis is that area of bibliometrics which deals with 
the study of a relationship between a part or the while of the cited 
document and a part or the whole of the citing document. The basic 
tool for this kind of study is a citation index, which is an ordered list 
of cited documents. 
Citation analysis uses citation in scholarly works to establish 
links. Many different links can be ascertained, such as links between 
authors, between journals, between fields or even between countries. 
Citations both from and to a certain document may be studied. One 
very common use of citation analysis is to determine the impact of 
a single author on a given field by counting the number of times the 
author has been cited by others. 
Citations can play a number of distinct roles in arguments 
presented in the citing papers. Citation analysis has conquered the 
world of science policy analysis. Aggregates of citations are 
commonly used in evaluation studies as indicators for the ' impact ' 
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of publications, as one of the measures of the Equality" of research 
groups or even of individual researchers. Co-citation maps of 
scientific specialties and also increasingly citation patterns among 
journals are used to describe the development of disciplines and 
specialties, and to identify emerging areas of Scientific inquiry. 
There are mainly three application areas in citation analysis: 
a) Qualitative and Quantitative evaluation of Scientists, 
publications and Scientific institutions 
b) Modeling of the historical development of science and 
technology 
c) Information search and retrieval 
Thus citation analysis was developed in a information science 
as a tool to identify core sets of article, journal or authors of 
particular fields of study. Accordingly to Riibitt', Richard E. 
citation analysis is the examination of the frequency and pattern of 
citation in articles and books. 
2.10.1 OBJECTIVES 
Citation Analysis and content analysis are commonly used 
bibliometric method while bibliometric methods are most often used 
in searching for materials and analyzing their merit. Using citation 
analysis to gauge the important of one's work, for example, is a 
significant part of the tenure review process. Information Scientists 
also used citation analysis 
1) To quantitatively assess the core journal titles and 
watershed publications in particular disciplines. 
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2) Interrelationships between authors from different 
institutions and school of thought and related data about the 
sociology of academic. 
3) Planning of retrospective bibliographies. 
4) Giving some indication both of the age of material used in a 
discipline 
5) And of the extent to which more recent publications 
suppressed the older one's 
6) Indicating through high frequency of citation which 
documents should be archived. 
7) Comparing the coverage of secondary services which can 
help publishers gauge their achievements and completion, 
and can aid librarian in evaluating "the effectiveness of 
their stock". 
8) Although citation analysis is nothing new, great computing 
power is making it more useful not widespread PageRank is 
based on the principle of citation analysis. Patent citation 
maps are also based upon citation analysis 
2.10.2 NEED OF CITATION ANALYSIS 
Citation analysis as a tool, was initially used to identify the 
core periodicals in a subject through counting the citations append at 
the end of each scientific article from a group of primary periodicals 
which was subsequently extended so the citations found in 
dissertations, books and reviewing periodicals, like the chemical 
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reviews, sociological review etc. There are a number of reasons to 
cite sources. 
1) The most significant factor is information explosion in 
varied forms 
2) Due to development of subject and subject specialization 
3) Demand of print pointed, exhausted and expeditious 
information. 
4) Multiplicity of documents, different subjects, languages and 
formats. 
5) The increased access to information and services at 
existing cost 
6) Citations are extremely helpful to anyone who wants to find 
out more about your idea and where they came from. 
7) Not all forces are good or right your own ideas may often 
be more accurate or interested than those of your sources. 
8) Citing sources shows the amount of research you have done. 
9) Citing sources strengthens your work by lending outside 
support to your ideas. 
2.10.3 DEFINITIONS OF CITATION ANALYSIS 
(1) According to Garfield , "Citation analysis is a bibliographic 
method that has been found to be particularly suited for myriad 
investigations of trends and characteristics of journals 
literature 
(2) According to Osareh "When one author cites another author, 
a relationship is established. Citation analysis uses citation in 
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scholarly works to establish links. Many different links can be 
ascertained, such as links can be ascertained, such as links 
between authors between scholarly works between journals, 
between field or even between countries. 
(3) According to Rubin, Richard E.^ (2004) 'Citation analysis is 
the examination of the frequency and patterns of citations in 
articles and books". 
(4) According to Diadoto*" (1994) defines citation analysis as "a 
wide ranging era of bibliometrics that studies the citations to 
and from the documents. Such studies may focus on the 
documents themselves or on such matter as: their authors; the 
journals in which the article as appear". 
(5) Buttlar (1999)" defines that "Citation analysis is an excellent 
unobtrusive method to determine which resources doctoral 
students are using. 
2.10.4 SELF CITATIONS AND CO-AUTHORSHIP 
If the citing paper has one or more authors in common with the 
cited papers one usually describes this feature as self citation. In 
addition to this, references to articles published in the sums journal 
in which the citing article appears one said to be self citations. When 
citation are used for science policy, purposes, citations articles 
authored by people working in the same institution or in the same 
research group or the citing authors are also called self 'c i tat ions ' . 
It is very clear that citation analysis of collaborative studies is 
difficult because the ISI citation indexes list citations only by first 
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(senior) author. The best way to handle multi-authored papers is to 
assign credit proportionally. Thus if a paper is written by two 
authors, each would get half a credit. Three authors would get each a 
third, and so on. This method is called 'adjust count 
2.10.5 AUTHOR CO-CITATION ANALYSIS 
Author co-citation analysis refers to the phenomenon occurring 
when the authors of two different papers both co-cite the same 
papers in their works. The concept is also called bibliographic 
coupling. Usually papers are cited to demonstrate previous related 
research works, or support the author 's arguments. It is very 
common and natural phenomenon that two authors cite the same 
papers if they address the same topic or a related topic. As a 
supplement to subject analysis, author co-citation analysis is unique 
and important because the cited documents have a close semantic 
relationship with a citing documents views, themes, ideas, concepts, 
theories, issues, problems, trends, approaches, and people from the 
cited documents are naturally embedded in the contexts of the 
citing paper. It is believed that the concepts and conceptual relations 
based on cited documents have an advantage over concepts and 
conceptual relations created from conventional co-term analysis 
(Rees Potter'^ 1989). 
2.10.6 WEB-BASED CITATION ANALYSIS 
The web has had a huge impact on citation analysis research. 
Since the term of the century dozens of databases such as Scopus 
and Google Scholar have appeared, which allow the citation patterns 
of academic papers to be studied with unprecedented speed and case. 
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Most citations found in articles and books, are useful by paving 
homage to pioneers, identifying original publications, providing 
background reading and alerting readers to for the coming works. 
Young researchers might find it hard to comprehend, but until 
1988 these indexes existed only in print form although searching 
them online has been possible since the mid 1970s using third 
party information t retrieval systems such as dialogues. In 1988 the 
ISI supplemented its indexes with CD-ROM addition and in 1997 the 
databases finally migrated on with the launch of web of science. . 
the move to an online interface, which can analysis thousands of 
record sin a few second's has given the ISI 's databases on even 
greater strengthen in the field of citation analysis. 
But at the same time the were has produced has produced new 
publication venues and competitors that challenge the wisdom of 
continuing to use web of Science exclusively. 
At the same time, researchers have started to research and 
download research material via services such as arXiv.org, Google 
Scholar or publishers websites, like Elsevier's Science Direct. Many 
of the millions of documents accessible via there services, which are 
published instantly to give the wider scientific community time to 
use and ultimately cite them are not indexed by web of science 
Moreover, an increasing number of web based services are enabling 
explicitly citation searching For Example', arxiv.e-print Sever, 
Citeser. Googlebook Search, Elsevier's Science, Physical Review 
Online Archive, MathSciNet etc. 
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2.10.7 BIBLIOGRAPHIC COUPLING 
Bibliographic coupling operates on a similar principal, but in a 
way it is the mirror image of co-citation coupling. Bibliographic 
coupling links two papers that cite the same articles, so that if papers 
A and B both cite paper C, they may be said to be related, even 
though they don't directly cite each other. The more papers they 
both cite, the stronger their relationship is the term of 'Bibliographic 
coupling' was introduced by M.M. Kessler^^ of the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. He defined a unity of coupling two papers 
as an item of reference used by there two papers. The two papers are 
then said to be bibliographically coupled. Their bibliographic 
compiling strength is then the number of reference they have in 
common. 
As a retrieval tool bibliographic coupling has the following 
properties. 
1) Bibliographic coupling is independent of words and language. 
All the processing is done in terms of numbers. All difficulties of 
language syntax and word habits are thus avoided. 
2) The group of papers associated with a given test paper extends 
into the past as well as the future. As a paper continues to be cited, 
the group of papers bibliographically coupled with it also grows. 
3) The methods does not produce a static classification for a 
given paper. The groupings will undergo changes that reflect the 
current usages and interests of the scientific community. 
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Item A (Citing) Item B (Citing) 
Figurel 
Bibliographic Coupling 
2.10.8 DIRECT CITATIONS 
The direct citation count is the easiest technique to determine 
the number of citations received by a given document or a set of 
documents over a period of time from a particular set of citing 
documents, where from citation data for analysis was taken. The 
use of citation counts to rank journals was a technique used in the 
early part of the nineteenth century but the measurement of these 
links to rank authors and papers was pioneered by Garfield at the 
Institute for Scientific Information This work was later automated by 
(Garfield, Piidovkin and Istominy^' and led to the creation of the 
HistCite Software. 
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2.10.9 PUBLICATION COUNTS 
Jones'^ studied the correlation between the publication counts 
and other measure of scientific merits such as research finding, 
citedness, etc. and found a reasonable correlation. The simplest 
technique of bibliometrics is counting the total number of 
publication of a scientists or a group of them having publication. 
While the publication count gives a quantitative measure of the total 
volume of research output. The multiple authors, which have shown 
sharp increase during past few decades owing to prevalence of 
collaborative research, poses problem in the process of publication 
counts. 
2.10.10 CO-CITATION COUPLING 
Co-citation coupling is a method to establish a subject 
similarity between two documents. If papers A and B are both 
cited by paper C they may be said to be related to one another, even 
through they do not directly cite each other. The more paper they 
are cited by the stronger their relationship is. In 1973 Henry Small'^ 
published his classic work on Co-citation analysis which became a 
self organizing classification system that led to document clustering 
experiment and eventually an Atlas of Science later called Research 
Reviews. 
Two documents are said to be co-cited when they both appear 
in the reference list of a third document. The co-citation frequency is 
defined as the frequency with which two documents are cited 
together. While bibliographic coupling focuses on groups of papers 
which cite a source document, co-citation focuses on references 
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which frequently comes in pairs. In the Soviet literature, the 
bibliographic coupling is said to be 'retrospective and co-citation is 
called 'prospective coupling*. 
Item A (cited) Item B (cited) 
Figure2 
Co-citation coupling 
|17 Cawkell defines co-citation as "Subject similarity indication and 
demonstrates co-citation and bibliograbhic coupling throughtout 
citation matrix." 
Bellardu defines co-citation as "Process whereby an author cites 
to earlier document in a new work." 
Garfield explaines that the strength of co-citation can be 
calculated the following formula 
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Co - citation of A + B 
{Total citation of A + B) _(Co - citation of A + B) 
2.10.11 IMPACT FACTOR 
The ImDact factor, often abbreviated IF. is a measure of the 
citations to science and social science journals. The impact factor 
was devised by Eugene Garfield, the founder of the Institute for 
Scientific Information now part of Thomson, a large worldwide US-
based publisher. Impact factors are calculated each year by Thomson 
Scientific for these journals which it Indexes, and the factors and 
indices are (JCR) published in Journal Citation Reports. 
The Impact factor of a journal is calculated based on a three 
year period. It can be viewed as an approximation of the average 
number of citations in a year, given to those papers in a journal that 
were published during the two preceding years. For example. The 
2003 impact factor of a journal would be calculated as follows 
A. The number of times articles published in 2001-2 were cited in 
indexed journal during 2003. 
B. The number of "Cited items" (usually, article, reviews etc) 
published in 2001-2. 
So, 2003 impact factor = A/B 
2.10.12 APPLICATION OF CITATION ANALYSIS 
Citation analysis as presently practiced is largely used for 
putting things to order. The things ordered can be journals, paper in 
journal, authors of papers in journals or organizations to which 
authors of journal papers are affiliated. The type of order can be 
linear, as in ranking, or multidimensional, as in the generation of 
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citation networks. Studies of obsolescence rates of journals or 
documents may be considered to be special cases of ranking 
overtime. 
Although the citations indexes are first and foremost tools for 
information retrieval, citation data has been used in a variety of 
other ways. Thus citation analysis is very often fruitfully applied to 
derive the following benefits-
> To lead the reader to further study. Readers can verify the 
correctness of the information and thereby convince 
themselves 
> For the preparation of bibliographies it is a fact that 
compilation of bibliographies in name fields is readily 
difficult. In such circumstances analysis of citation of articles 
may be the only way to gather information. 
> To study the use pattern of different types documents like 
books, periodicals, standards, patents, dissertations etc. 
> To find out the relative use of different languages. For 
example; in the mid sixties, the share of English language 
papers in Mathematics and Chemistry was more than 50 
percent. This can easily be understood from citation analysis. 
> To studv the use of literature form different countries. It means 
citation analysis or practices has also shown that the relative 
amount of literature in different subjects produced by different 
countries changes with time. 
> To study the scattering of subjects /or instance 
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o Social Science and arts subjects sliow a wider scatter of 
publication than the science. 
o Research publications in technology show a greater 
dispersion than those in science. 
> To decide the obsolescence rate of the documents in different 
subjects. For instance, Burton and Keblee had suggested a 
range of half lives for different subjects and had shown the 
half life of Metallurgical Engineering as 3-9 while that of 
Botany is 10 years. There time scales are highly useful in the 
planning of library holding. 
> To quantitatively assess the core journal titles and publication 
in particular discipline. 
> Giving some indication both of the age of material used in a 
discipline 
> To prepare ranked list of periodicals the ranked list of 
periodicals can be prepared by two methods 
> by actual citation counting; and 
o by counting the numbers of entries in indexing and 
abstracting periodicals. 
> To study the rate of collaborative research 
> For the analysis of journals through impact factor. Which 
essentially calculates the number of the number of times a 
typical article from a journal is cited. Keep in mind when 
examining impact factors that certain types of journals may be 
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more or less cited than others. For example, review journals 
are likely to be highly cited. In addition certain disciplines 
may have higher impact factors than other due to differing 
citation patterns and literature characteristics. 
> For institutional journal use analysis means citation data from 
a particular institution can be used to determine which journals 
the faculty at that institution are citing, and in which journals 
they are publishing. 
> In researcher Evaluation; citation data is often used in 
promotion and tenure decisions to help determine the impact 
on individual researcher has on her field of study. 
> Help as a tool for scholarly evaluation. 
r^ - To determine or discover the competitive intelligence For 
example, Thomson ISI captures all author addresses, and you 
can use this information to find out what competitors are 
publishing means you can easily discover exactly what 
resources competitors are relying upon to do their research as 
well. 
> Mapping relationships between subject areas by examining 
cross discipline citation pattern. 
> Information Scientists uses the citation analysis to gauge the 
importance of one's work 
> To quantitatively assess the core journal titles and watershed 
publications in particular disciplines 
> Data from citation analysis is also useful in assessing the 
impact or possible effect of publications existing in electronic 
formats 
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> Citation analysis uses citations in scholarly works to 
established links to other works or other researchers. 
> Beyond the benefits for literature research, the analysis of 
citation data has on important role in the evaluation of 
scholarly work and institutional decision making. 
> Data from citation indexes can be analyzed to determine the 
popularity and impact of specific articles, authors and 
publications. 
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CHAPTER 3 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
A Literature review discusses published information in a 
particular subject area and sometimes information in a particular 
subject area within a certain time period thus, a literature review is a 
body of text that aims to review the critical points of current 
knowledge on a particular topic. 
A good literature review is characterized by: a logical flow of 
ideas, current and relevant references with consistent, appropriate 
referencing style, proper use of terminology, and an unbiased and 
comprehensive view of the previous research on the topic. A 
literature review can be just a simple summary of the sources, A 
summary is a recap of the important information of the source, but a 
synthesis is a re-organisation, or a reshuffling, of that information. It 
might give a new interpretation of old material or combine new with 
old interpretations or it might trace the intellectual progression of the 
field, including major debates. And depending on the situation, the 
literature review may evaluate the sources and advise the reader on 
the most pertinent or relevant. 
Literature reviews provide you with a handy guide to particular 
topic. If you have limited time to conduct research, literature reviews 
can give you an overview or act as stepping stone. For scholars, the 
depth and breadth of the literature review emphasizes the credibility 
of the writer in his or her field and keep them up to date with what is 
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current in the tleld. Literature for a research paper 's investigation. 
Comprehensive knowledge of the literature of the field is essential to 
most research papers. 
Heinzkill, Richard* (2007) conducted a study under a title 
"References in scholarly English and American literary journals 
thirty yeas later: a citation study". This study examines 20,802 
citations in 555 journal articles devoted to criticism of English and 
American literature published in 2003. it is observed that books are 
cited far more often (75.8%) than journal articles (19.8%) and also 
found that over half of the monographs cited (55.4%)) are less than 
twenty years old. Further the study reveals that in general, journal 
articles published within the past twenty years are most frequently 
cited. Literary scholars use a diversity of monographs which fall 
outside of the core classifications for literature; over 40%) are 
outside. This study is compared to other citation studies of English 
and American literature. It concludes with observations on the use of 
the web, browsing by literary researchers, and English as an 
interdisciplinary field. 
Knowlton, Steven A.^  (2007) conducted a study under the title 
"Continuing use of print-only information by researchers". The 
aim of this study is to determine whether researchers are still 
accessing and using material issued only in print form. For this a 
group of journal was selected and the impact factor each was tracked 
over the period 1993-2003. Although research shows that journal 
users are definitely relying more on electronic journals and less on 
paper journals in the library's collection. This preference does into 
seen to be influencing impact factor. However, the impact factor of 
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journals shows that the online status of a journal is not sufficient to 
override all other considerations by researchers when they choose 
which material to cite. Thus, the results of this citation analysis 
indicate that researchers are still accessing and using material in 
print format. 
Azar, Ofer H / (2006) made a study on the title "Behaviour 
Economics and Socio-Economics Journal: A Citation based 
Ranking". The main objective of this study is to measure ranking 
for most behaviour economics and socio-economics own through 
citation analysis. To fulfill on this objective, the number of article 
that cited each journal in these field was recorded for 2001-2002, 
1996-2000, and 1996-2005. it revealed that in all periods, the 
journal of economic Behaviour and organization ranked first and 
journal of economic Psychology second. In 2001-2005 the journal of 
Socio-Economics rank third. 
Tedd, Lucy A / (2006) conducted a study under the title "Use 
of library and information science Journals by Master's students 
in their dissertation: experiences at the university of Wales 
Aberystwyth". The purpose of this study is to report on research 
undertaken into the use made of Library and Information Science 
(LIC) journals in 100 dissertations written by students doing the 
Ivlaster's course in information and library studies at the university 
of Wales Aberystwyth. It is found that journals with a practical bias 
are cited more than research oriented journals and lists of the most 
"Popular" journals titles are included. This study provides a 
"snapshot" of the use made of LIS journals by Master 's students in 
their dissertations. 
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Medoff, Marshale H.^ (2006) conducted a study under the title 
"The of self-citations in efficiency economics". The aim of this 
study is to examine the 418 articles in eight economics journals and 
to observes for article lengths, journal and author quality, lead article 
position and coauthorship and. It is found that self-citations that 
appear in prestigious high impact economics journals have a 
statistically positive, but numerically small effect on a subsequent 
articles total citation count and on the quality of the citing journals. 
Tonta, Yasar and Al., Umut^ (2006) conducted a study under 
the title "Scatter and Obsolescence of journals cited in theses and 
dissertations of Librarianship". The objective of his study is to 
analyse the bibliometric features such as the number of pages, 
completion years, the fields of subject, the no. of citations, and their 
distribution by types of sources etc. of 100 theses and dissertations 
completed at the department of librarianship of Hacettepe University 
between 1974 and 2002. it reveals that doctoral dissertations are on 
average twice as long as master 's theses and contain 2.5 times more 
citations and it also shows that Monographs received more citations 
(50%) than journal article did (42%). Recently completed theses and 
dissertations contained more citations to electronic publications 
Fourteen journals (or 3.2% of all) titles received almost infrequently. 
It is also found that there are no correlation between the frequency 
of citations of the most frequently cited journals and their impact 
factors. Cited journal titles in masters and doctoral theses and 
dissertations overlapped significantly. The result of overlapped 
significantly. The result of this study that the mean life of all cited 
sources is I year. Sources cited in masters dissertations were 
relatively more current and single authorship is more common in 
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cited sources. Thus, the findings of the present study can the used to 
identify the core journal titles in librarianship as well as to evaluate 
the existing library collections to decide which journal titles to keep, 
discard or regulate to off-site storage areas. 
Ma, Chunbo and Stern, David I.^ (2005) conducted a study 
under the title "Environmental and ecological economics: A 
citation Analysis". It is carried out to identify the most influential 
journal articles in environmental economics and ecological 
economics over the 10 year period 1994-2003 and also to find out 
how much overlap is there between the fields of environmental and 
ecological economics. This study examines the references in all 
articles published in JEEM (journals of environmental Economics 
and management) and Ecological economics (EE) over this period. It 
also present some results based on its study of the ISI journal 
citation reports. It finds that there is a significant overlap between 
the two fields at the journal level- the two journals cite similar 
journals. There is a correlation of 0.34 between the number of 
citations received by the journals that are most cited and the 
correlation is even higher if journal self-citation is excluded. The 
man differences are that ecological economics to cite general natural 
science journal more often that environmental economics does, 
environmental economics cites more heavily from journals rather 
than other publication and citations in environmental economic are 
more concentrated on particular journals and individual publications. 
Sinn, R.N.^ (2005) made a study under the title "A local 
citation analysis of Mathematical and statistical analysis 
dissertation". In which a citation analysis of the mathematics and 
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statistics dissertations of the period of 1980-2002 at Ohio University 
is compared with the citation analysis of other disciplines of 
science,published in the literature. Mathematical and statistics 
students were found to use there journal less frequently than highly 
research oriented fields lilce chemistry and biology and more 
frequently than applied fields like engineering and computer science. 
The same general trend among the disciplines is examined. 
Mathematics and Statistics uses more journal titles than chemistry 
and fewer journal titles, than engineering. Collection managers can 
use the results of this study to protect a large core journal collection 
for mathematics and to keep monograph purchasing at an adequate 
level. 
Angelsen, A. and Aryal, B.^ (2005) conducted a study under 
the title "Contributing to the Scientific Literature: Citation 
analysis of CIFOR Publications". This study examines the 
frequency of citations of CIFOR (Center for International Forestry 
Research) publications in order to provide a useful indicator of 
CIFOR'S research impact. Out of the 1437 publications registered in 
CIFOR'S publication database up until May 2004, 24% have been 
cited in scientific journals. It reveals that forest Ecology and 
Management tops the list of most articles by CIFOR researchers 
(33) and citations of CIFOR work (170) and also find out that he 
first author of about half of the most cited CIFOR publications are 
non- CIFOR researchers in joint authorship with CIFOR staff, 
indicating CIFOR and its scientists benefit from partner 
collaboration. The study shows that CIFOR publication remain a 
useful reference and source of information for long periods, with no. 
sign of falling citation rates even after 5-7 years less than 40% of the 
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citations appear within the first four years publication. This study 
also suggest CIFOR'S impact can be increased by publishing more 
papers in broader journals related to biology, ecology, conservation, 
social sciences, economics and development. 
Chudamani, K.S. and Tejas, T.'** (2005) conducted a study 
under the title "Terminological Citation analysis as a tool for 
decision making and problem solving". It presents an analysis of 
the citation drawn from articles published in the Indian journal of 
Agricultural Sciences" for the period 2000-2001. The purpose of this 
study is to (1) identify the most useful forms of sources, (2) Most 
frequently preferred journals and (3) Also the productivity pattern of 
authors, (4) Average no. of citations, authorship patterns (5) degree 
of collaboration, (6) length of articles (7) core journals and core 
authors. It is found that the present trend of research is in favour of 
collaborative effects than to individuals. The study shows that 
Indian journal of Agricultural Science scores the highest number of 
citations among the cited journal and major journal contributions are 
from India. That the documentary sources such as handbooks etc will 
serve many a times as the best sources of Information. 
Ullah, Mohd. Furqan, Kanwar, S.S. and Kumar, Pradeep 
(2004) conducted a study under the title "A quantitative analysis of 
citations of Research reports published by National Institute of 
Hydrology, Roorkee". In the present study, an analysis has been 
made of 20,045 citations mentioned in 777 scientific and technical 
reports published by National Institute of Hydrology, Roorkee, since 
its inception i.e. December 1978. It analyses citations of different 
bibliographic forms of literature such as journal, book, conference 
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proceedings, technical report, Ph.D. thesis, bulletins etc and may a 
ranked list of 56 most important journals related with hydrology and 
water resources, out of 140 cited journals. This ranked list of 
journals covers 92.7% of total journal citations. The analysis have 
revealed that 40% of total journal citations relate to only 3 journals 
namely Water Resource research (19.01%)), Journal of Hydrology 
(13.43%) and ASCE'S Journal of Hydraulic Engineering (7.56%). It 
has also prepared country wise distribution of most cited journals. 
Shokeen, Ashu and Kausik, Sanjay K / ^ (2004) conducted a 
study under the title "Indian Journal of Plant Physiology: A 
citation analysis". The aim of this study is to fmd out the authorship 
pattern through citation analysis of articles that appeared in Indian 
journal of plant physiology. The study covers issues nos. 1 to 4 of 
volumes 7 published between January to December 2002, covering 
61 articles published in these issues. This study presents 1749 
citations featuring 2770 authors during the year. The results indicate 
that 39% articles published in these issues are three authored. 
However, it is found that two authors citations (cited articles) are 
more common which is followed by single authored papers. The 
results reveal that journal articles are predominant with 81%) of total 
citations and. It also shows that the ratio of author self citation to 
total citations is 1:16.55. The ratio of journal self citation to total 
citation is 1: 31.91. The results also highlight that 398 citations are 
below 10 years old, whereas 38 citations are below 20 years but 
more than 10 years old. Thus it is clear that a majority of documents 
cited in these issues were published not more than twenty yeas age. 
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Ikhizama, B.C.''^(2000) conducted a study under the title 
"Analysis of the Nigerian Library an Information Science Review 
1994-2000" The study analysis the Nigerian Library and information 
Science Review (NLISR) journal of Oyo state chapte of the 
Nigerian Library association covering volumes 12-18, 1994-2000. It 
Focuses on subject areas, authorship, gender and their geographical 
distribution. It concludes that NLISR covered a wide and varied 
subject areas. It is observed that the information technology has the 
highest subject coverage; single authors predominate being mainly 
from the south Western zone of the country; and female librarians 
makeup 39 .3% of the authors. 
Gooden, Angela M.'^ (2001) conducted a study on "Citation 
Analysis of Chemistry Doctoral Dissertations: An Ohio State 
University Case study". The objective of this study was to examine 
the dissertations accepted in the department of Chemistry at the 
Ohio State University between the periods 1996-2000, which are 
housed in the Science and Engineering library. Overall 3,704 
citations are collected from the 30 dissertation and analyzed type of 
materials cited, currency of literature, and dissertation topic of the 
cited materials. The study reveals that journal articles were cited 
most frequently (85.8%) followed by monographs (8.4%), 
dissertations, theses and proceedings, newspapers and annual 
reports (2.2%, referred to as "other") and also find that the subject 
areas for the 30 dissertations mainly covered Organic chemistry, 
Analytical, Physical, Inorganic and Biochemistry. It is concluded 
that knowing which resources doctoral students require should 
enable collection managers to more adequately serve them and the 
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method in this study will help chemistry librarians determine which 
materials are being used at our libraries. 
Bandyopadhyay, A. K. and Nandi, A.'^ (2001) carried out 
of study under the title "Citation analysis of references used in 
octoral Dissertations of Political Science".The citation analysis of 
nine Doctoral Dissertation in Political Science submitted to 
Buedwan University .(West Bengal) over a period of 5 years (1991-
1995) is carried out. The work describes the bibliographic forms of 
literature use and presented arank list of periodicals and normalized 
ranking of periodicals with corrected citation numbers. According to 
Sengupta formula, it is concluded that the most favoured form of 
literature is the book followed by Periodicals out of the total less 
than half of the number of Periodicals are used to satisfy majority of 
the Periodical requirement. The most highly ranked Periodical is 
"Economic and Political Weakly" covering over substantial percent 
of periodicals requerments. 
Ghai, Daljeet'^ (2001) conducted a study under the 
title"Citation analysis of Ph.D. dissertations in library ad 
Information Science submitted to the Universities of Madhya 
Pradesh and Punjab (1975-99)". The author dispersion study 
revealed the existing preferences, bias and inclinations; showed a 
distinct pattern of few authors who were highly productive and a 
large numbers with lower profiles cited author preferred sole 
contributions rather than the collaborative. The form dispersion 
analysis identified the use of as many as eight types of sources for 
this research; the highest preference of citing the journals; the Indian 
contribution was more in the journals while books stand at the 
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second. In universities of Madhiya Pradesii, the total number of 
citations was 9,098 out of wiiich 5,018 are journals and 3,280 are 
books. In university of Punjab, the total number of citations was 
7,302 out of which 3,890 are journals and 2,534 one books. Thus, 
the subject dispersion analysis proves the inter-disciplinary nature 
of library and information science studies. The identification of 27 
subjects from the citations indicates that the proportion of subject 
dispersion in library and information science is high. It also reveals 
that Indian publications accounted for maximum percentages and the 
time dispersion analysis highlighted the general trend to cite recent 
material not older than 19 years. 
Kademani, B.S., Kalyane, V.L. and Kumar, Vijai (2000) 
conducted a study under the title "Scientometric portrait of 
Vikram Ambralar Sarabhai : A Citation Analysis". The study 
analyse the citations to the publication of the Vikram Sarabhai, 
using Science Citation Index from the periods 1944 to 1991 as the 
source for data. The extent of citations received, in terms of the 
number of citations per paper and the categories of citing documents 
and the distribution of citations among them are determined. 
Analyzing the year wise breakup of citations, the peak periods are 
identified. The extent of citations to the paper in each domain and 
citation pattern in relation to the status of authorship are examined. 
Types of documents citing Sarahai's publications are identified. The 
citing journals are identified and ranked list of them is prepared. 
Distribution of citations and citing journals according to disciplines 
are made to access the impact of Sarabhai's research on other 
disciplines. 
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Gosh, Saptarshi '^  (2000) conducted study on the topic 
"Citation pattern of contributions in Library Science with a 
slant to documentation and Information studies". It presents a 
citation analysis of 1374 citation from 117 contribution published in 
Library Science with a slant to Documentation and information 
studies, vol. 32-36, and It reveals that the contributing authors are 
mainly working librarians or professionals than that the teaching 
faculty. Eugene Garfield appears as the most productive author as 
the trend of contributing during 1995 to 1997 and also was found 
that "Library Science with a slant to documentation and information 
studies" is the most cited journal followed by the "current content". 
Co-citations and bibliographic coupling strength has also been 
counted to observe the inter dependence of the cited documents. It 
shows that the contributors most frequently refer to the journals in 
which they write. 
Meho, Lokman L and Sonnenwaled, Diane H.''' (2000) 
conducted a study under the title "Citation ranging versus peer 
Evaluation of senior faculty Research performance: A case study 
of Kurdish Scholarship". The purpose of this study is to only the 
relationship between citation ranking and peer evaluation in 
assessing senior faculty performance. This study uses two additional 
sources of peer evaluation data (a) citation content analysis and (b) 
book review content analysis. The two main questions are 
investigated (1) To what degree does citation ranking correlate with 
data from citation ranking correlate with data from citation content 
analysis, book reviews, and per ranking? (2) is citation ranking a 
valid evaluative indicator of research performance of senior faculty 
members?. Citation data, book reviews, and peer ranking were 
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compiled and examined for faculty members specializing in Kurdish 
studies. Analysis shows that normalized citation ranking and 
citation content analysis yield identical ranking results. Analysis also 
shows that normalized citation ranking and citation content analysis, 
book reviews, and peer ranking Performa similarly (i.e., are highly 
correlated) for high ranked and law ranked senior scholars. Citation 
content analysis data did appear to give some specific and important 
insights into the quality of research of these middle performers. This 
study shows that citation ranking can provide a valid indicator for 
comparative evaluation of senior faculty research performance. 
Biradar, BS. and Muthad, Sujatha^" (2000) conducted a 
study on "Bibliometric analysis of Ecological literature". The 
study was based on the references in journal of Annual Review of 
Ecology and Systematic for the year 1995-1996. It identifies the 
major forms of literature, core journal, authorship pattern, 
obsolescence of literature. The study shows that maximum number 
of citations are from USA (63.96%) and single author papers claim 
34.69% 
Schubert Foo, Ying Ding, and Chowdhary, Gobinda 
(1998) conducted a study on "A bibliometric analysis of 
collaboration in the field of information retrieval". In this study 
the collaborative pattern of the information retrieval research field 
was analyzed using co-authored articles retrieved from social science 
citation index for a period of 11 years from 1987 to 1997. the level 
of collaboration, journal collaboration, distribution, disciplinary 
collaborative distribution and country collaboration are provided 
according to information retrieval collaborative research. This study 
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with the resuhs of there research efforts being reported in ail major 
core information retrieval journals. The Interdisciplinary and 
disciplinary scholarly communication in collaborative researches 
were very much and cover broad areas like psychology and computer 
and medical science. The study also reveals that the collaboration 
degree is 0.48 among the research sample, which means that 98% of 
the papers were written by more than one author. 
Bandyopadhyay, Aniit Kumar (1996) conducted a study on 
"Citation analysis of doctoral Dissertation in Mathematics using 
dBass III"^" The bibliometric study of the citations in 27 doctoral 
dissertation in mathematics submitted at the Burdwan University 
from 1981 to 1990. The work of citation analysis determines the 
bibliography forms, ranking of journals, normalized ranking based 
on corrected citation number. The results of citation study are based 
on these reference. Average references per page of thesis were found 
to be lowest in pure mathematics (0.34%) more in applied 
mathematics (0.55%)) and highest in Statistics (0.61%). 
Johnson, Biil^^ (1996) made a study on the title "Citation 
analysis of the Texas Tech University's Statistics Faculty: A 
study applied to collection development at he University 
Library". It examiners the contribution of the seven faculty 
members of statistics of the Department of Mathematics to published 
research for 1993 and first half of 1994, which are collected at the 
university library. The objective of the citation analysis is based on 
two citation pattern; (1) Bibliographic citation (from the 
bibliography, which is identified as 394 citations from 122 titles (2) 
Non bibliographic citations (not found in bibliographies) were used 
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to identify the more important research topics to this population of 
faculty and it reveals that in bibliographic citations; Journals and 
monographs were most frequently cited, 46.7% and 36.9% 
respectively. The average age of citation was 12.3 years and also 
found that the most frequently cited journal titles are journal of time 
series analysis and stochastic process and their applications. While 
in the study of non-bibliographic citations, it shows the more 
important research topics to this population of Statistics faculty one 
Hermitian operators, Appel polynomials, Laplace transform, 
Euclidean space, Drichlet polynomials Lebesgue measure, Hilbert 
space, and Tayor Expression. Thus the conclusion of this study is 
that It provides new and foundations data to characterize and 
measure the research activity of a local group of mathematics. This 
data could contribute to a larger project where results could be 
compared with other disciplines both closely and distantly related, 
and also provide criteria for collection development decisions. 
Verma, Maya^^ (1994) conducted a study on the title 
"Citation Analysis of some selected Indian Journals in 
Economics". The data was collected from the citation analysis of 
2599 journal citations from 1986 to 1990. The study was conducted 
with three journals i.e. Indian Economic journal, Indian Economic 
Review and Indian Journals of Economics using descriptive 
statistical method for citation analysis. The study reveals that Indian 
econometricians give equal importance to journal and non-journals 
material for their research work and depend upon non-current 
research materials. Ranking lists indicates that Indian scholars in 
economics use more foreign literature. 
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Humayoon, Kabir"" (1993) conducted a study on topic 
"Citations in world bibliometrics research: An analysis". The 
data was collected from the citation analysis of 1,372 citations from 
LISA from 1964 to 1990. it was analysed and compiled in order to 
determine the most frequently cited journals in biblioemtrics. It is 
observed that the most important journals were Scientometrics, 
journal of American Society of Information Science, Nauchno 
Technicheskaya Informatsiya Seriya, Journal of Documentation, 
Annals of Library Science and Documentation, Information 
processing and management, journal of Information Science Revista, 
Esponola De Documentation Cientifica, International Library 
Review and college and Research libraries. It is found that these top 
ten journals are out of the total listed 163 journals and these receive 
54.59 percent of the total citations. 
Upadhyaya, R. and Kaur, S.^ ^ (1991) conducted a study 
under the title "Cited in Indian Contribution of American 
Studies: an investigating into the growth of literature using 
bibliometric citation analysis". The study aimed at an analysis of 
author, journal and subject dispersion pattern of 930 papers. It is 
observed that the subject-wise distribution identified subject 
categories representing the higher and lower concentration areas. 
Higher contributing subjects were analysis, testing, quality control 
and fabric productions. In terms of paper contributions, most of the 
papers (494) emerged between 1974-88 than since 1940. While 
single authorship earlier was the dominant pattern, but since the 
growth in the size of contribution, multiple authorship became the 
major trend in research (299-949). 
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Vaishnav, A.A. and Dharmapuri kar, R.G.^' (1990) 
conducted a study on topic "Citation analysis of the Herald of 
Library Science". The data was collected from the a survey of 10 
volumes (1977 to 1986) revealed 202 citing articles and 1,370 cited 
materials. The study aimed at reviewing the citation patterns 
prevalent in dispersion by form, author, geography etc. The citation 
study reveals that books and periodicals were preferred. It is 
observed that 70% reference were self-cited, 80% citations were 
from library science journals, 28 %> of articles had nil citations, the 
maximum citations for article were 63 and minimum was one. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SCOPE, OBJECTIVES AND RESEARCH 
METHODOLOGY 
Citation analysis is one of the most important bibliometric 
techniques involving analysis of the references forming part of the 
primary communication. Citations are the formal explicit linkage 
between publications that have particular points in common. 
Cito analytical study of the doctoral theses form an important 
source of Information. Such studies may be useful for acquisition of 
material, provision of better services to patrons and knowing the 
location of materials. What part of literature is cited most, how long 
the literature remains useful to readers, and languages of most cited 
publications. Knowledge of all these provides guidance to collection 
development policies, individual item selection, and retention and 
binding decisions. 
4.1 SCOPE 
The topic of the present study is "Doctoral theses submitted in 
the department of Economics, A.M.U., Aligarh from 1996-2005: 
Citation analysis". The main purpose of the study is to find out the 
current citation trends in the field of documentation. For this purpose 
the citations from each of the thesis were taken for analysis from 
1996 to 2005. 
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4.2 Purpose 
Citation analysis is one of the popular methods employed in 
recent years for identification of core documents and complex 
relationship, citing and cited documents for a particular scientific 
community in a geographical proximity. The purpose of the present 
study is to investigate the use pattern of literature as revealed 
through the analysis of citations collected from the Doctoral theses 
of Economics accepted by Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh for 
the period of 10 years, i.e., 1996-2005. 
4.3 OBJECTIVES 
The main objectives of the study are 
1) To determine the year wise distribution of citations 
2) To study of the use pattern of different type of documents 
cited 
3) To observe chronological distribution of citation. 
4) To study the distribution by place of publication 
5) To identify the language-wise distribution of citation 
6) To study authorship pattern of citations 
7) To identify the core and essential journal in the field. 
8) Compile the rank list of cited authors 
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4.4 METHODOLOGY 
The first step in this study is to select the source document 
from which data is to be collected for this purpose. References from 
each thesis has been consulted. Under this study 3250 citations are 
analysed. 
4.5 COLLECTION OF DATA 
The first and most important task is to collect the reference 
from each thesis. The data has been collected from 1996-2005 i.e. 
for the period of 10 years. 
4.6 PREPARATION OF ENTRIES 
The total collection for this study is 3250 citations that figured 
in doctoral theses submitted to the department of Economics, AMU, 
Aligarh during the year 1996 to 2005.These citations pertained to 
journals, books, dissertations, theses, reports, conference 
proceedings, news paper etc. The data relating to all references 
appended to the theses during the period have been collected and 
tabulate. Information was recorded on catalogue cards of 5" x 3" 
size. Each catalogue card consists of information in the following 
manner: 
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• Author 
• Titles 
• Form of literature 
• Journal name /publisher of book 
• Place of publication 
• Year of publication 
• Language 
4.7 ANALYSIS 
All citations are arranged and rearranged in order to conduct 
the following types of studies 
4.7.1 Year-wise distribution 
This study reveals how many citations were cited in which 
year. The pattern shows the increasing or decreasing trends of the 
reference used per annum. 
4.7.2 rorm-wise distribution 
Literature cited in the doctoral theses is published in different 
form like books, journals, conference proceedings, thesis, reports 
etc. The information regarding the form was collected from the 
source and data sources and tabulated to find out the most dominant 
form of literature. 
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4.7.3 Chronological analysis of Citations 
In this study the cited reference are distributed in different 
time interval according their data of publication. It is useful to know 
the occurrence of source documents. This type of study reveals the 
number of works in a particular year in which the most of the study 
is conducted. For this purpose a table showing year wise distribution 
has been prepared. 
4.7.4 Geographical Scattering of Citations 
This is done to determine the geographical scattering of 
citations while studying the use pattern of research literature in the 
subject under study. The place of publication of documents was 
identified with the help and Ulrich's international periodical 
directory. The entries were then grouped on the basis of their 
country of origin. They were then conducted and ranked in the form 
of table. 
4.7.5 Language wise distribution 
For the purpose of Language wise analysis the entries were 
grouped according to their language of origin, after this they were 
counted and then prepared a ranked list of languages. 
4.7.6 Subject wise distribution of items 
The information about the subject field was obtained by 
analysis of each concerned theses and try to find out the subject 
area of each theses individually with the help of experts of 
economics 
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4.7.7 Authorship pattern 
It helps to know the most productive contribution in the 
subject for this purpose, the information about ail the authors was 
retrieved, arrange and tabulated in order to find the type of 
authorship. 
4.7.8 Ranking of periodicals 
It helps to identify the core periodical containing the research 
literature in the doctoral theses. It is necessary to know the most 
productive journal used in reference for further study of the subject. 
This information will be useful for the librarians and research 
scholars as core journal in the field can be identified. For this 
purposes a ranked list of periodicals was prepared. 
4.7.9 Ranking of Authors 
It helps to know the eminent personalities in the subject, 
whose work is used by the authors to define their ideas on the 
subject or topic. The data entry earless of different cited authors in 
the field were separated out. Cited authors were ranked in order of 
decreasing productivity. 
4.8 Limitation 
> The data has been collected from the 3250 citations that 
figured in 26 doctoral dissertation submitted to the Department 
of Economic AMU, Aligarh during the year 1996-2005. 
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> Another limitations tliat four months period was granted for 
conducting this study. So much elaborated and extensi\e work 
could be taken. 
4.9 Significance of the study 
> Such studies can serve, as guidelines for the libraries to 
decide which publication should get a higher priority for 
acquisition. 
> Such studies can serve as guidelines to the document list and 
information scientists in deciding which publications need to 
be indexed in current awareness services and covered in SDI 
services. 
> Such studies will be of much value for the libraries in 
deciding which are the live periodicals and also which should 
be weeded out from the live collection. 
> It will also indicate that not all the journals required durable 
binding. Only the journals which are frequently used should 
be bound with durable and costly material. 
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CHAPTER=5 
DATA ANALYSIS, INTERPRETATION AND 
REPRESENTATION 
The Ph.D. thesis in economics accepted by A.M.U, Aligarh 
during 1996-2005 are taken as the source data for the present study. 
Citation analysis is the methodology chosen for the study, which is 
based on the 3250 bibliographic reference appended to the 26 Ph.D. 
theses. These citation stands as the baseline for the data analysis, 
interpretation and presentation. 
5.1 Ranking of periodical by Frequency of Citation 
A rank list of first 143 most cited journals with a minimum of 
3 citation has been given in table 5.1 which accounted for 93.07% 
journal literature. These 143 journals are arranged in the decreasing 
order of number of citation received and then in alphabetical order, 
amongst the same rank number. The remaining 5.97% was 
contributed by as many as 87 journals which are given at the end as a 
single group just to avoid an unduly long list. 
The table shows that the journal articles of "Economic and 
Political Weekly" are scattered in 16 dissertations. 
However, most of the research works(50.65%)) were published 
in 27 journals. In the rank list "Economic and Political Weekly" 
occupied the first position wish the highest citation number 155 
(10.65%) which can be considered as a journal of paramount 
importance. 
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Foreign trade Review, Yojana. Indian journal of Agricultural 
Economics. Nagarlok. journal of commerce. Southern Economist, 
occupied the 2"'. 3''^ 4"\ 5 ' \ 6"' 7' ' and place in the rank list with 
contribution of 4.46%. 3.88%, 3.29%, 1.99%, 1.78%. 1.64% and 
respectively. The remaining 61 titles were responsible for 5.97%o 
Journal citations. 
TABLE 5.1: RANKING OF PERIODICALS BY FREQUENCY OF 
CITATIONS 
s. 
No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
9 
Name of periodical 
Economic and Political 
Weekly (EPW) 
Foreign Trade Review 
Yojana 
Indian journal of 
Agricultural 
Economics 
Nagarlok 
Indian journal of 
Commerce 
Southern Economist 
American Journal of 
Economics and 
Sociology 
American Economic 
Review 
IMF, Staff paper 
•Tournal of King Abdul 
Country 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
USA 
USA 
USA 
Saudi 
Freq 
155 
65 
48 
42 
29 
26 
24 
24 
24 
24 
18 
%age 
of 
freq. 
10.65 
4.46 
3.29 
2.88 
1.99 
1.78 
1.64 
1.64 
1.64 
i 
1.51 
1.23 
Cumm 
ul. 
Freq. 
(%) 
10.65 
15.11 1 
18.40 
21.28 
23.27 
25.05 
26.69 
28.33 
i 
t 
j 29.97 1 i 
i 
31.48 
32.71 
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12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
1 
i 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
11 
11 
12 
Aziz 
University:Islamic 
economics 
Review of Islamic 
Economics 
Islamic Economic 
Studies 
Small Enterprises 
Develop- ment 
Management and 
Extension Journal 
(SEDME) 
Indian Journal of 
Political Economy 
Political and Economic 
Journal of India 
Journal of Indian 
School of Political 
Economy (JISPE) 
Reserve Bank of India 
(RBI), Occasional 
papers 
RBI, Bulletin 
The Indian Economic 
Journal 
Fertilizer News 
Indian Journal of 
Economics 
Financial Express 
Organizer 
Arabia 
UK 
Saudi 
Arabia 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
7 
1 
18 
18 
18 
17 
17 
17 
17 
17 
16 
16 
16 
16 
15 
1.23 
1.23 
1.23 
1.16 
1.16 
1.16 
1.16 
1.16 
1.09 
1.09 
1.09 
1.09 
1.03 
i 
i 
33.94 
35.17 
36.40 
1 
1 
1 1 
37.56 
38.72 
39.88 i 
1 
1 
41.04 
42.20 
43.29 
44.38 
45.47 
46.56 
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25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31 . 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41 . 
42. 
43. 
44. 
12 
12 
13 
! 
1 
14 
14 
14 
14 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
17 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
18 
IMF, Working paper 
IMF, Occasional paper 
Quarterly journal of 
Local Self Government 
Institute 
National Tax journal 
Economic journal 
Journal of Economic 
Literature 
New Horizon 
Indian journal of 
regional Sciences 
Journal of Objective 
Studies 
Kurukshetra 
Margin 
Mainstream 
Economic Political and 
Cultural Change 
Journal of Economic 
Survey 
Indian journal of 
Marketing 
Manpower journal 
Journal of 
Econometrics 
Public Finance journal 
Economica 
Capital 
USA 
USA 
India 
USA 
USA 
USA 
UK 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
UK 
India 
India 
India 
USA 
USA 
UK 
Germany 
15 
15 
14 
12 
12 
12 
12 
11 
10 
10 
10 
10 
9 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
1.03 
1.03 
0.96 
1 
0.82 
0.82 
0.82 
0.82 
0.75 
0.68 
0.68 
0.68 
0.68 
0.61 
0.54 
0.54 
0.54 
0.54 
0.54 
0.54 
0.54 
1 
1 47.59 
i 48.62 
\ 49.65 
i 
i 50.65 
51.43 
52.25 
53.07 
53.89 
54.64 
55.32 
56.00 
56.68 
57.36 
57.97 
58.51 
59.05 
59.59 
60.13 
60.67 
61.21 
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45.1 18 Indian India 0.54 61,75 
46. 
18 Journal of Industrial 
Relations 
India 0.54 62.29 
47. 
18 Indian Journal of 
Labour Economics 
India 0.54 I 62.83 
48. 18 Indian Labour journal India 0.54 6 - > - > — 7 J . 3 / 
49. 18 Land Economics USA 0.54 63.91 
50. 19 Trade Policv Review Switzerland 0.48 64.39 
51 
20 Indian journal of 
Accounting 
India 0.41 64.80 
52. 
20 Journal of Indian 
Institute of Bankers 
India 0.41 65.21 
53. 
20 Economic Affairs 
journal 
Srilanka 0.41 65.62 
54. 20 Chartered Accountant USA 0.41 66.03 
55. 20 The Statesman India 0.41 66.44 
56. 20 Business Analyst India 0.41 66.85 
57. 
20 Fertilizer Marketing 
News 
India 0.41 67.26 
58. 20 Business India India 0.41 67.67 
59. 
20 Asian Economic 
Review 
India 0.41 67.08 
60. 
20 Indian Economic 
Review 
India 0.41 68.49 
61. 20 Finance India UK 0.41 68.90 
62. 
20 Journal of 
International 
Economics law 
India 0.41 69.3 
63. 
20 Quarterly, China 
Report: Economic 
USA 0.41 69.72 
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1 
j j 64 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
i 
j 20 
1 20 
i 
i 
' 20 
j 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
Affairs 
Phycometrika 
Indian development 
Report 
Journal of Accounting 
and Finance 
Journal of 
Development Studies 
Artha Vijnana 
Abhigyan 
Asian Development 
Review 
The World Economy 
and Financing Survey 
SBI Monthly Review 
Business Line 
Monthly commentary 
on Indian Economic 
Conditions (MCIEC) 
World Bank, Staff 
Paper 
World Bank Research 
Observer 
World Development 
Laghu. Udyog 
Samachar 
Journal of Industrial 
Economy 
Journal of 
International Trade 
1 
( India 
j India 
1 
j UK 
1 
India 
India 
Philippines 
USA 
India 
India 
India 
USA 
USA 
UK 
India 
USA 
UK 
India 
i 
1 6 
! ^ 
1 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
i 
i 
1 0.41 
i 0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 i 
1 1 
0.41 1 
i 
t 
0.41 
_i 
1 70.13 
[ 70.54 
1 70.95 
1 ^ 
71.36 
71.77 
72.18 
72.59 
1 
73.00 
73.41 
73.82 
74.23 
74.64 
75.05 
75.46 
75.87 
76.28 
76.69 
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81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
I 20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
21 
21 
21 
22 
and Economic and 
Development 
Public Finance 
Quarterly / Finances 
Publique 
Management Science 
Journal of Urban 
Economics 
Finanzarchiv 
Ricerche Economiche 
Urban India 
Public Budgeting and 
Finance 
Quarterly Journal of 
Economics 
Journal of 
Development 
Economics 
Michigan Journal of 
international Law 
Canadian Journal of 
Economics 
Review of 
International 
Economics 
University News 
ICSI Herald 
UGC, Occasional 
paper 
Journal of higher 
USA 
USA 
Germany 
Germany 
India 
India 
UK 
Netherlands 
USA 
Canada 
Hungary 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
5 
5 
5 
4 
1 
i ! 
i 
1 
1 77.10 
1 
i 
i 
0.41 1 77.51 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.41 
0.34 
0.34 
0.34 
77.92 
78.33 
78.74 
79.15 
79.56 
79.97 
80.38 
80.79 
81.20 
81.61 
1 1 
1 
82.02 
82.36 
82.70 
0.27 82.97 
1 
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97. 
j 
98. 
! 
99. 
IOC 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
22 
22 
i 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
22 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
Education 
Journal of Educational 
planning and 
Administration (JEPA) 
Indian Journal of 
Public Administration 
Journal of Political 
Economy 
European Economic 
Review 
UNDP, Occasional 
paper 
Arabica 
Though on Islamic 
Economics 
Journal of Islamic 
Studies 
Journal of Islamic 
Economics 
Journal of Income and 
Wealth 
Eastern Economist 
Foreign Trade Bulletin 
Foreign Trade 
Statistics of India 
Oxford Economic 
Paper 
Development Policy 
Review 
India Quarterly 
India 
UK 
UK 
USA 
Netherlands 
Bangladesh 
Saudi 
Arabia 
Malaysia 
India 
India 
India 
India 
India 
UK 
China 
India 
4 
1 
4 
! 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
- 1 
- » J 
3 
0.27 
0.27 
0.27 
0.27 
0.27 
0.27 
0.27 
0.27 
0.27 
0.27 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
83.24 
j 
1 83.51 
1 
83.78 
84.05 
84.32 
84.59 
84.86 
85.13 
85.40 
85.67 
85.87 
86.07 
86.27 
86.47 
86.67 
86.87 
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1 
i i : 
11-
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
23 
5 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
Journal of Economic 
perspectives 
American Journal of 
Islamic Social 
Sciences 
IRTI / IDB. Occasional 
paper 
Asia-Pacific Economic 
literature 
Economic 
Development and 
Cultural Change 
Hamdard Islamicus 
Journal of the 
Economic and Social 
History of the orient 
Journal of Islamic 
Studies 
Mawarid al-
Dawalahal-Maliyah 
AI- Idarah al- Maliyah 
Universal Message 
Islamic Review 
Journal of World 
Intellectual property 
Journal of Labour 
legislation 
Chronical 
Singapore Economic 
Review 
USA 
USA 
Saudi 
Arabia 
Australia 
USA 
Pakistan 
USA 
Pakistan 
Saudi 
Arabia 
Jordan 
Pakistan 
UK 
Switzerland 
USA 
Spain 
Singapore 
3 
j 
! 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
0.20 
0.20 
i 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
i 87.07 
i 
1 
' 87.27 
1 
87.47 1 
87.67 
87.87 
88.07 
88.25 
88.47 
88.67 
88.87 
89.07 
89.27 
89.47 
89.67 
89.87 
90.07 
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12t 
j 13( 
131 
13^ 
j 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 
204 
)i 23 
) 23 
1 23 
i 
-1 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
23 
Asia Week 
News Week 
Muslim News 
Journal of Islamic 
Banking and Finance 
NEHU Journal of 
Social Science and 
Humanities 
The ASEAN 
Declaration 
Swarajya 
Money and Finance: 
ICRA Bulletin 
Prashasnika 
Sankhya 
Kylos 
Arab News 
The Valuer 
Journal of Pakistan 
Historical Society 
Risalah al-Islam 
Titles with 1 to 2 
citations 
Total 
Hong Kong 
USA 
Thailand 
Pakistan 
India 
Thailand 
India 
India 
India 
India 
Switzerland 
Saudi 
Arabia 
Australia 
Pakistan 
Egypt 
3 
o J 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
87 
1455 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
1 
0.20 
1 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
5.97 
99.04 
1 90,27 
1 90.47 
90.67 
1 90.87 
91.07 
91.27 
1 
91.47 
91.67 
91.87 
92.07 
92.27 
92.47 
92.67 
92.87 
93.07 
99.04 
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5.2 COUNTRY WISE DISTRIBUTION OF PERIODICALS 
The countries of origin of all publications could not be 
ascertained from the citation themselves. There were obtained from 
the Ulrich's International Periodical Directory. 
Table 5.2 contains a list of 26 countries producing research 
material on Economics. These countries have been ranked on he 
basis of frequency of occurrence of items. It is observed that 53.05% 
of the total articles were published from India only. This is followed 
by United States United Kingdom, Saudi Arabia, Pakistan which 
produce 19.58%, 1.27%, 2.40% and 2.26% respectively. 
The analysis shows that most of the Aligarh Muslim University 
researchers in Economics uses the Indian Journals. 
Table 5.2: COUNTRY WISE DISTRIBUTION OF PERIODICALS 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
Rank 
1 
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Name of 
Country 
India 
USA 
UK 
Saudi Arabia 
Pakistan 
Bangladesh 
Hungary 
Germany 
Freq. of 
Occurr. 
772 
285 
164 
35 
33 
25 
20 
19 
%age 
53.05 
19.58 
11.27 
2.40 
2.26 
1.71 
1.35 
1.30 
Cummul. 
% of 
Freq. 
53.05 
72.63 
83.90 
86.30 
88.56 
90.27 
91.62 
92.92 
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1 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 . 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
9 
1 10 
11 
12 
12 
13 
13 
14 
15 
15 
16 
16 
16 
16 
17 
18 
18 
18 
Singapore 
Switzerland 
Thailand 
Hong Kong 
Srilanka 
Canada 
Malaysia 
France 
Netherlands 
Jordan 
Iran 
Australia 
China 
Egypt 
Philippines 
Nepal 
France 
Sweden 
16 
13 
10 
8 
8 
6 
5 
5 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1455 
1.09 
0.89 
0.68 
0.54 
0.54 
0.92 
0.34 
0.34 
0.27 
0.27 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.20 
0.13 
0.06 
0.06 
0.06 
99.47 
94.01 
94.90 
95.58 
96.12 ' 
96.66 
97.07 
97.41 
97.83 
98.09 
98.36 
98.56 
98.76 
98.96 
99.16 
99.29 
99.35 
99.41 
99.47 
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5.3 DECADE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF PERIODICALS 
It can be observed from table 5.3 that nearly 65.55% of the 
citation were of the period ranging from 1986-2005. Document 
pertaining to earlier as period were cited less and latter period most. 
The table 5.3 showed that the maximum number of paper were 
published in the year 1986-1995 i.e. 614 (42.19%) papers and the 
minimum appeared in the year 1946-1955 i.e. 11 (0.75%). 
Table 5.3 DECADE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF PERIODICALS 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
J . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Period of Origin 
1946-1955 
1956-1965 
1966-1975 
1976-1985 
1986-1995 
1996-2005 
Total 
Frequency 
of 
Occurrence 
11 
36 
189 
265 
614 
340 
1455 
Percentage 
of 
Frequency 
0.75 
2.47 
12.98 
18.21 
42.19 
23.36 
99.96 
Cumulative 
%ofFreq . 
0.75 
3.22 
16.20 
34.41 
76.60 
99.96 
5.4 AUTHOR WISE DISTRIBUTION OF PERIODICALS 
There are a number of authors in every subject. However, some 
of the authors are well known personalities in a given field. 
Therefore it is important to know eminent Economists in the field of 
Economics. This information is useful for the librarians as well as 
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the users. The name of authors and number of contribution are given 
in table 5,4 from this analysis, twenty two authors have contributed 
five or more papers to Economics during the ten year span of the 
present study. These 22 authors representing 2.82% of all the source 
authors contributed 10.67% of the papers which appeared in the 
theses. 
Table 5.4 : AUTHOR WISE DISTRIBUTION OF PERIODICAL 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
1 J. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
Rank 
1 
0 
3 
3 
3 
-> 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
Name of Author 
Bhattacharya, Mrinal Kanti 
Tilak, J.B.G. 
Prakash, S. 
Bent, Hansan 
Go wad, M.V.S. 
Sen, A.K. 
Schultz, T.W. 
Balasubramaniam, M. 
Rangarajan, C. 
Laxminarayan, S. 
Chakaravarty, S.M. 
Shukla, P.R. andModak, S. 
Kumar, Nagesh 
Kumar, Sanjeev 
Kashyab, S.P. 
Desai, Ashok and Tanija Nisha 
Simpson, H.D. 
Chatterjee, S. and R. Mohan 
Freq. 
12 
10 
9 
9 
9 
9 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
6 
6 j 
6 1 
5 
5 
5 
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1 19. 
i 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 
42. 
6 
! 6 
1 6 
i 
1 6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
1 Srinivasan, R. 
1 
Rao, V.M. 
Sharma, G.D. 
Detiger, LG. 
Mali, D.D, 
Kumar, Anil 
Goldher, Bishwanath 
Naidu, A. Subharama 
Prasad, J. Chandra and Rao, V. Narayana 
Mitchell, William, E 
Wadhwa, D. Charan 
Majumdar, Tapes 
Kumar, B.G. 
Naidu, R. 
Kundu, Amitabh 
Aggarwal, R.C. 
Nair, K.R.G. 
Thapa, S. 
Malhotra, P.C. and Minocho, A.C. 
Dhar, P.N. and Shastry, D.V. 
1 
Mathur, A. 
Iyengar, N.S. Nanjappa, M.B. and i 
Sudershan, P. 
Pal, M.N. 
Behram, J. and Wolfe, B. 
i 5 
i 
i 
! 5 
1 
5 
1 
5 
1 4 
t 
4 i 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
o J 
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4; 
44. 
8 I Dasgupta, P. 
Watal Javashree 
45. Mchartlv, T.L. 
46. Joshi, V. and I.M.D. Little 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
61. 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
1 
Sharma, P and H. Mukhopadhyay j 3 
1 
Chen, M.S. and Y. Yang 
Gulati, R. 
Chadha, Rajesh 
Greytak 
Banerjee, Tapan K. 
Saksena, M.M. 
Bhavani, T.A. and S.D. Tendulkar 
Mitra, S.K. 
Grooves, H.M. & Bober, Louise 
Prasad, J. Chandra and Rao, V. Narayana 
Nanda, H.P. 
Browa, Harry Gunnison 
Acharya, S. 
Khan, M. Fahim 
( 
Thirsk, W. 
Subramanayam, G and S. Sundarajan 
1 
-3 
3 
3 
3 
1 J 
3 
0 J 
3 
-> 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Basu, Subhash K. 1 3 
Abdul Noorbaksha and Jyoti, M. 
Shukia, Tara 
Gupta, hari Shankar 
0 J 
3 
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68. 8 I Madan, B.K. 
69. 8 Gates, W.E. 
70. Valayundhan, T and Shankranarayana 
71. 
1 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
89. 
90. 
91. 
! 8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
i Pandey, R.N. Prasad, B., Rawat, D.S. and 
Kumar, P.S. 
Julka, A.C., Sony, R.N. and Arora, S. 
Bhatt, M.L. 
Banu, Prem Kumar 
Khan, S. Mohsin and Mirakhar Abbas 
Taran, Timur 
Iqbal, Zamir 
Iqbal, Zubair and Mirakhar Abbas 
Lindgren, C 
Mannan, M.A. 
Martin, S 
Metzler, Lloyd, A 
Minsky, H. 
Miller, M. and Medigliani, F 
Mirakhar, Abbas 
Naser, Kamal and Moutinho, J. j 
1 
Nienhous, Voker j 
Obaiduilah, Mohammad 
Parker, M 
Sheikh, Samir Abid 
Siddiqu, MN 
o J 
3 
3 
1 
3 i 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1 
3 
3 
3 
3 
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1 92. 
93. 
1 
i 94. 
8 
8 
8 
Sarkar. Abdul Awwal 
• 
Zarqua, M. Anas 
Snehlata, Shavvki Ismail 
5 3 
! 
i 3 
: J 
95. 
) 
1 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
108. 
109. 
110. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
1 
1 
1 8 
i 
1 
1 
1 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
Sundaraian. V. Marston, David and Basu, 
Ritu 
Thomas Richard 
Wilson Rodney 
Usmani, M. Tyagi 
Habibur Rahman, S.M. 
Gupta, Poonam 
Haijhon Huang, Chenggang Yu 
Hannan, S. Abdul 
Husan, Zubair 
Haron, Sudin 
Hasson, M. Kabir & Abdayal, Q. Adman 
Homand, S. Hasan 
Heny, clement Moove 
Iqbal, Z. and Mirakhar, A. 
Dmmmond, James 
Hq, MA and Ahmad, M 
Islahi, A. Azim 
Khan, Tariqullah 
McCawley, Tom I 
Navarat, nitiphum 
Saeed, Abdullah 
1 ^ 
i 
1 J> 
3 
3 
3 
-. J 
3 
3 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
1 
i 
2 i 
! 
2 ^ 
o 
2 
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116. 
117. 
1 118. 
119, 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
127. 
128. 
129. 
130. 
131. 
132. 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
Weitzman, Martin 
Cheng, M and Geering, J. 
Ali, Muazzam 
A! Arabi, Mohammad Abdullah 
Becani, Labor 
Doi, Abdur Rehman 
Friedman, M and Anna, I Schwartz 
Whittlesey, C.R. 
Venkitaramanan, S 
Reddy, Y.V. 
Goel, V. 
Hall, R.L. and Hitch, C.J. 
Sharma, Shalini 
Prasad,C 
Mathur, P.N. and Ezekiel, H. 
Wardhana, W. and Budley, W.d. 
Prakash, S and Shanna Shalini 
Prakash, S., Sharma, Shalini and Sharma 
Amit 
Pandit, V.M 
Prakash, S and Raj an, P 
Prakash, S and Chaubey, P.K. j 
Mohanty, Upendranath 
Murty, K.M. 
Meenakshi, J.V. 
1 1 
\ 
\ 2 
\ "> 
! ^ 
1 
1 ^ ' 
2 
2 
9 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
9 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
n 
2 
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140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
153. 
154. 
155. 
156. 
157. 
158. 
159. 
160. 
161. 
162. 
163. 
164. 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
Krishna, Raj 
George, P.V. 
Divatice, V.V. and Pani, P.K. 
i 
Bhatia, D.P. 
i 
! Bhattacharva, M. 
i 
Aggarwala R. and Goodsen 
Bodkin, T.M. 
Glower, R.W. and Bushaw, D.W. 
Bronfenbrenner, M and Holyman, F.D. 
Kaveri, V.S. 
Koshy, Molip and Mary Josheph, T. 
Reddy, C. Sivarami 
Malhotra, R.M. 
Nag, A.K. and Updadhyay, G. 
Paten, T.G. 
Gupta, G.P. 
Rangarjan, C and Anoop Singh 
Rangarajan, C. and Arif, R.R. 
Vasudevan, A 
Nayyar, Deepak 
Singh, Raunag 
Sandesara, J.C. 
Desai, Ashok V and Tuneja, Nisha 
Anagol, Malati 
Ahuja, P.K. 
I " 
i 
1 2 
o 
•~\ 
' 1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
0 i 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
i 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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165. 
166. 
167. 
168, 
169. 
170. 
171. 
172. 
173. 
174. 
175. 
176. 
177. 
178. 
179. 
180. 
181. 
182. 
183. 
184. 
185. 
186. 
187. 
188. 
9 
i " 
9 
9 
i 
1 9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
Tripathi, Badri Bishal 
J Venkataramaih, P 
Sarkar, P.c. 
Sampath, R.K. 
Reddy, G.J. and Reddy, N.K.B. 
Sharma, P.V. and Raman, K.V. 
Singh, Ajit Kumar 
Zamana, K.V. and Sharman, P.V. 
Prabhu, K.S. and Sarkar, P.C. 
Pathak, C.R., Mahante, T.K. and Mishra, 
S.K. 
Patnik, S and Chattopadhyay, R.N. 
Rao, S.K. 
Rao, KPC 
Datt, Gaurav 
Ghosh, Arun 
Gupta, SP. 
Iyer, RR 
Jain, LR and Tendulkar, SD 
Chakravarty, P 
Evans, P 
Pradha, BK, Radha, DK, Sharma Atul 
Rao, MG, Sen TK, Ghosh, M 
Rakshit, Mihir 
Seshan, A 
: 2 
! 2 
' ^ 
1 
2 
2 
1 
2 i 
j 
2 j 
i 
1 
1 
i 
i 
1 2 
2 
1 
2 i 
j 
2 
2 
0 
1 
2 
t 
2 
0 
1 
2 
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189. 
190. 
191. 
1 ri'-i 
193. 
194. 
195. 
196. 
197. 
198. 
199. 
200. 
201. 
202. 
203. 
204. 
205. 
206. 
207. 
208. 
209. 
210. 
211. 
212. 
213. 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
Bhattachar\'a, BB and Guha, Srubani 
Bang, Ashok 
Banerjee, Sumanta 
Meenakshi, Sood 
Ahmad, Ziauddin 
Abbadi, Abdussalam 
McLarty, TL 
Sachs, JD Warner, A 
Miller, PW 
Sahai, Suman 
Sandesaran, JC 
Watal, Jayashree 
Stigliz, E-Joseph 
Ghazanfer, Shaikh, M 
Ali, Abdul Kadir 
Hassan, Kabir and Harmon, S. Abdul 
Hasanuz Zaman, SM 
Anjup, M. Iqbal 
Chapra, M. Umar 
Fudal, Al-Khalid, Abdul 
Faridi, PR 
Adams, John 
Dar A. Humayun and Presley, John R 
Bilal, Gohar 
i ? 
2 
1 
1 
i 
2 
2 
7 
2 
2 i 
7 
7 
2 
7 1 
2 
7 
2 
2 
7 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
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214. 
215. 
216. 
91 7 
218. 
219. 
220. 
221. 
222. 
223. 
224. 
225. 
226. 
227. 
228. 
229. 
230. 
231. 
232 
T 
780 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
' ' 
10 
Ariff, M 
Bishnoi, TR 
Basher, Abdul Hamid, M 
An war 1, M. 
Al-Majjar, Ahmad 
Ahmad Khurshid 
Chapra, MU and Tariqullah Khan 
Frah, Fudil 
Akram, Mohammad 
Ahmad, Ziaudding 
Ahmad, Ausafr 
Ahmad, Abdel Rahman, Y. Riba 
Aftab, Muhammad 
Ahluwalia, Montek S 
Kahf, Monzer 
Azmi, Sahabuddin 
Satapthy, C 
Dholakia, BH 
Ahuja, T.A. 
T 
Zaidi, Nawazish Ali 
^ 
i 2 
1 
: ~? 
7 
i 
2 
2 
2 
2 1 
2 
2 
2 
0 
2 
2 
2 
2 
675 
1 i i 
1455 1 
i 
Total Number of Author - Total Number of multiple authors 
single author 
1455-675 = 780 
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5.5 AUTHORS WISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS 
There are a number of authors in every subject, however some 
of the authors are well known personalities in a given tleld. 
Therefore it is important to know the em.inent Economists in the 
field of Economics. This information is useful for the libraries as 
well as the users. The names of authors and the number of 
distribution are given in table 5.5 from the analysis. Sixty two 
authors have contributed five or more papers to economics during 
the ten year span of the present study. These 62 authors, representing 
8.76% of all source authors contributed 30.62.% of the papers, 
which appeared in the theses. 
TABLE 5.5 : AUTHOR WISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Rank 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
Name of Author 
Sidiqui, MN. 
Ramaiah, V 
Jalan, B. 
Gates, WG 
Rao, T. Venkateswara 
Chatterjee, Partha 
Nair, KRG 
Haq, K. and Kirdar, V. 
Natarajan, S. 
Rauf, MA 
Tilak, JBG 
Desai, VRM 
Frequency 
13 
10 
10 
10 
9 
9 
9 
9 i 
1 
9 
1 
9 i 
1 1 
9 
9 
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13. 
14. 
15. 
i 
1 16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21 . 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31 . 
32. 
33. 
34. 
35. 
36. 
37. 
4 
4 
1 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
Mukerjee, RK 
Chapra, M. Umer 
Ariff, Mohamed 
Faridi, FR 
Ahmad, Ausaf 
Ahmad, Khurshid 
Ahmad, Sheikh Mohamed 
Chardhwy, M.A. Rasheed 
Anshari, Saifuddin 
Aziz, ungku Abdul 
Agarwak, AN 
Chapra MU 
Wilson, Rodney 
Uzair, Mohammed 
Mannan, MA 
Willis Brook 
Siddiqui, Mohammadlqbal 
Prakash, S. 
Singh JP 
Al harran, Saad 
Sharma, JS 
Sharma, RD 
Ahmad, Ziauddin 
Rehman M 
Raju, Rao A 
i 8 
j 
I 8 
i 
1 8 
1 
^ \s 
8 """^ 
8 
8 
8 
7 
7 
7 
7 
i 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
6 
6 
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\ 38. 
39. 
40. 
41 . 
42. 
43. 
44. 
45. 
46. 
47. 
48. 
49. 
50. 
51. 
52. 
53. 
54. 
55. 
56. 
57. 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61 . 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
Khan, M Fahim 
Schultz, t. paul 
Friedman, Milton 
Taylor, L. 
Samuelson, paul A. 
Musgrave, RA 
Srinivasan, TN 
Zarq, Muhammad Anas 
Shame, P 
Rao, SRK 
Khan, Mohsin, S and Mirakhor, 
Abbas 
Rakshit, Mihir 
Chelliah, RJ 
Chakravarty, S 
Pigor, AC 
Meade, James, E. 
Kanaya, Akhiro and Woo, David 
Rao, V Lakshmana 
Ray, S.K. 
Ansari, S.A. 
Khan, M. Akram 
Khan, W. Masood 
Ishad, SA 
Khan, M. Fahim 
6 
6 
1 
1 5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
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\ 62. 
I 63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 
69. 
70. 
71. 
72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 
76. 
77. 
78. 
79. 
80. 
81. 
82. 
83. 
84. 
7 
8 
8 
! 
1 8 
i 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
Sen Amartya, K. 
Waines, W.J/ 
Buat, Mohd. Musib M 
Mishra, Baidyanath 
Jain, Anil Kumar 
Mishra, SN 
Finger, Michael J., Ingco, Merlinda 
D and Reincke, Ujrich 
Al Junaid, AH and Anwar, A 
Herry, G. Martin 
Mastura, Michael 
Lockhead, ME and Honushek, E 
Hasanuz Zaman, SM 
Zaidi, Nawazish All 
Misra, SK and puri, VK 
Saksena, RM 
Ahmad, Sheikh 
Brown Drusilla, K and Alan V. 
Deardorff 
Ingvar, Svennilson 
Agarwal, AN 
Nayar, DP 
Abubakar, Carmen, A. 
James robestson 
Bowman, J and C Arnold Anderson 
i 5 
1 ] 4 
1 
4 
A 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
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85. 
86. 
87. 
88. 
1 89. 
1 
90. 
91. 
92. 
93. 
94. 
95. 
96. 
97. 
98. 
99. 
100. 
101. 
102. 
103. 
104. 
105. 
106. 
107. 
9 
9 
9 
Q 
1 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Galbraith, JK 
Harbisan, Fredrick 
Becker, GS 
Ahmad, Osman 
William, M. Nicholas 
Patel, KV 
Herman, I. Leebling 
Wadood, Abdul 
Hertel, Thomas, W. martin, K. 
Yangagistima and B. Dimaranon 
Wilson, Rodney 
Harrison, Gloenn, T. Rutherford and 
D. Tarr. 
Simons, H. 
Naqvi, S.N.H. 
Sadr, M., al - Baqir, Iqtisaduna 
Al-Najjar, Ahmad 
Al-Jarhi, M. Ali 
Anwar, M. 
Beckhart, Benjamin, Haggoft 
Blaug, M. 
Ajad, J.L. 
Muzammil, Mohammad 
Ansari, M.M. 
Li, Feng and Li, Jing 
1 3 
i 
\ 3 
i 3 
1 
o J 
-> 
3 
\ 
3 
3 
I 
3 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
9 
! 
9 
2 
2 
2 
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108. 
109. 
110. 
111. 
112. 
113. 
114. 
115. 
116. 
117. 
118. 
119. 
120. 
121. 
122. 
123. 
124. 
125. 
126. 
127. 
128. 
10 
1 
1 10 
) 
1 0^ 
! 10 
1 10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Buchanan JM, John Burton, Wagner 
RE. 
Kapur, JN 
Sharma, MM 
Raza Moonis 
Punchmukhi, PR 
Manjundappa, DM 
Wallis, KF 
Charles, Pomain, Donglas, H. 
Brooks and Colmfoy 
Haran, Jyotsna 
Ganguly, DS 
Dholakia RH 
Misra, RP, Sundaram, KV 
Prakash Rao, VLS 
Peerzade, S. Afzal 
Dzafir, Ridzwan and Don, Ahmad 
Mohd. 
Banerjee, Debblas and Ghosh, 
Anjan 
John Kenneth Galbraith 
Farook, Omar 
Multa, Wan Mohd. Noor 
Tyabji, Amina 
Nienhaus, Voker 
2 
9 
1 2 
T 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 1 
1 
2 1 
2 
2 
2 
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129. 
130. 
1 
131. 
132. 
133. 
134. 
135. 
136. 
137. 
138. 
139. 
140. 
141. 
142. 
143. 
144. 
145. 
146. 
147. 
148. 
149. 
150. 
151. 
152. 
1 10 
j 
! 10 
10 
10 
i 
10 
1 1 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
Pradhan, G. 
Zachariah, KC 
t 
Cornia, GA. Jolly, R and Stewarf, F 
1 
1 
1 
1 Dasgupta, P 
Jazainy, Idriss; Mohiuddin Alamgir 
1 and Thersa Panzeecio 
Haq, M. 
Zal, Deepak and Myint, H. 
Michael, R 
Pareira, PDA 
Cherma, OS and Rondinelli, DA 
Nag, M. 
Rao, RV and Nagaiya, D 
Sharma, JP 
Mali, DD and Bandopadhy, R 
Bates, James 
Datt, R 
Pani, PK 
Tyagi, DS 
Matliur, PN 
Singh, Inderjit and Gupta, NS 
Anand Sudhir 
Rudolph, L. and S. Rudolphy 
Athreya, VB and Chunkath, SR 
Bhattarcharya, SN 
i 2 
1 2 
i 0 
! o 
2 
i 
2 j 
2 
2 
2 1 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 ^ 
i 
2 i 
i 
2 1 
9 
2 
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153. 
154. 
155. 
156. 
157. 
158. 
159. 
160. 
161 
i 
707 
1 10 
i 
i 
I 1 0 
Vepa, Ram. K. 
Tarun, TNS 
I 10 i Banjeev, VP 
i i 
1 1 
1 10 i Rangarajan, C 
10 
10 
10 
10 
11 
' ' 
11 
Singh, HW 
Sen, Kunal 
Lucas, Robert, E. and Papanek GF 
Acharya, R and Manjit, S 
Ahrroni, Y 
T 
Wattal, J. 
2 
2 
0 
Z 
2 
2 
2 
2 
658 
T 
1365 
Total number of Authors - total Number of Multiple Authors = single 
author 
1365-658=707 
5.6 COUNTRY WISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS 
Table 5.6 Contains a list of 26 countries producing research 
material in Economics these countries have been ranked on the basis 
of frequency of items. It has been found that 471 (34.50%) of the 
books used were from India, whereas united States, a, United 
Kingdom and Saudi Arabia are the next countries each covering 233 
(17.06%), 203 (14.87%) and 113 (8.27%) of books respectively. 
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TABLE 5.6: COUNTRY WISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
! Rank 
1 
1 
! 1 
2 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
13 
14 
15 
15 
16 
17 
18 
18 
18 
19 
19 
20 
20 
1 Name of 
! Country 
India 
USA 
UK 
Saudi Arabia 
Pakistan 
Malaysia 
Bangladesh 
North Holland 
Netherlands 
Switzerland 
France 
Singapore 
Thailand 
Hong Kong 
Srilanka 
Sweden 
Philippines 
Canada 
Jordan 
Hungary 
Qatar 
Mexico 
Australia 
Egypt 
South Korea 
South Africa 
Total 
Frequency 
of 
Occurrence 
471 
--> 'n ^ 
203 
113 
74 
38 
33 
25 
23 
19 
18 
16 
15 
15 
14 
10 
10 
8 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1365 
%age of 
Freq. 
34.50 
17.06 
14.87 
8.27 
5.42 
2.78 
2.41 
1.83 
1.68 
1.39 
1.31 
1.17 
1.09 
1.09 
1.02 
0.73 
0.73 
0.58 
0.36 
0.20 
0.29 
0.29 
0.21 
0.21 
0.14 
0.14 
99.83 
Cummulative 
%age of 
Freq. 
34.50 
51.56 
i 66.43 
74.70 
80.12 
82.90 
85.31 
87.14 
88.82 
90.21 
91.52 
92.69 
963.75 
94.84 
95.86 
96.59 
97.32 
97.90 
98.26 
98.55 
98.84 
99.13 
99.34 
99.55 
99.69 
99.83 
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5.7 DECADE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS 
It can be observed from table that nearly 50% of the citations 
were of the period ranging from 1986-2005. Document pertaining to 
earlier period were cited less. 
The table 5.7 showed that the maximum number of books were 
published in the year 1986-1995 i.e. 340 (24.90%) and minimum 
appeared in the year 1936-1945 i.e. 8 (0.58%)). 
Table 5.7 DECADE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF BOOKS 
S.No. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Period of 
Origin 
1936-1945 
1946-1955 
1956-1965 
1966-1976 
1976-1985 
1986-1995 
1996-2005 
Total 
Frequency 
of 
Occurrence 
8 
25 
145 
256 
269 
340 
322 
1365 
Percentage 
of 
Frequency 
0.58 
1.83 
10.62 
18.75 
19.70 
24.90 
23.58 
99.96 
Cummulative 
% of 
Frequency 
0.58 
2.41 
13.03 
31.78 
51.48 
76.38 1 
1 
99.96 
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5.8 Language wise distribution of literature 
It can be seen from table 5.8 the majority of the document 
3051 (93.87%) are in English and It was followed by document of 
Arabic, Hindi and Urdu as 80 (2.46%), 75 (2.30%) and 24 (0.73%) 
respectively while 20 (0.6l%o) document are in German language, 
which was minimum in numbers. 
TABLE 5.8: LANGUAGE WISE DISTRIBUTION OF 
LITERATURE 
S.No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Language 
English 
Arabic 
Hindi 
Urdu 
German 
Total 
Number of 
Citation 
3051 
80 
75 
24 
20 
3250 
Percentage 
of Citation 
93.87 
2.46 
2.30 
0.73 
0.61 
99.97 
Cumulative 
percentage 
of Citations 
93.87 
96.33 
98.63 
99.36 
99.97 
5.9 FORM WISE DISTRIBUTION OF LITERATURE 
Al the references are cited in the theses are grouped in various 
bibliographic forms and are displayed in table 5.9. 
From table 5.9, it is evident that the journals are the highest number 
of citations, accounting for 44.76%) of the total. It means that the 
researchers in the field of economics are consulting this literature for the 
information used by them. Books are the second highest group as 42.00 
percent followed by report (7.87%)), conference proceedings (1.93%o), bills 
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and Acts (0.67%), newspapers (1.47%), Ph.D. theses (0.49%)) and 
reference books (0.76%) of the total respectively. 
Table 5.9; FORM WISE DISTRIBUTION OF LITERATURE 
S.N. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Rank 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
Name of Forms 
Periodicals 
Books 
Reports 
Conference 
proceeding 
News paper 
Reference Books 
Bills and Acts 
Ph.D. theses 
Total 
Frequency 
i 
of 
Occurrence 
1455 
1365 
256 
63 
48 
25 
22 
16 
3250 
Percentage 
of Freq. 
44.76 
42.0 
7.87 
1.93 
1.47 
0.76 
0.67 
0.49 
99.95 
Cumulative 
%age of 
Freq. 
44.76 
86.76 
94.63 
96.56 
98.03 
98.79 
99.46 
99.95 
5.10 AUTHORSHIP PATTERN OF LITERATURE 
The distribution of cited literature according to the number of 
authors is shown in table 5.10. 
A majority of the documents 2718 (83.63%)) have been produced by 
single authors, followed by a team of two author publications 369 
(11.35%). Document having three authors and more than it are 78(2.4%)) 
and 35 (1.07%) respectively. Documents having corporate authors are 50 
(1.53%). 
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TABLE 5.10: AUTHORSHIP PATTERN OF LITERATURE 
S.No. 
1. 
2 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Number of 
Authors 
1 
o 
o J 
More than 3 
Corporate authors 
Total 
Frequency 
of 
Occurrence 
2718 
369 
78 
35 
50 
3250 
Percentage 
of 
Frequency 
93.63 
11.35 
2.4 
1.07 
1.53 
99.98 
Cunimulative 
% o f 
Frequency 
93.63 
94.98 
97.38 
98.45 
99.98 
5.11 SUBJECT WISE DISTRIBUTION OF LITERATRUE 
To find out the research trend in the field of Economics, Ph.D. 
theses awarded by Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh during the period 
from 1996 to 2005 have been selected. 
Table 5.11 Reveals that in 'Industrial Economy' most of the Theses 
were submitted in the Department of Economics during 10 years span of 
present study, i.e., 7(26.92%) out of 26 Theses. This is followed by 'Public 
Finance' and 'Money Banking', which have same rank as 2"'^ ( 19.23%). 
Two other branches of economics have followed these were 'Economic 
growth and development' and 'Indian Economy'. They respectively occupy 
third and fourth rank with 15.38percent and 7.69percent theses. Only one 
thesis has been submitted in 'Agriculture Economics ', 'Micro-economics ' 
and 'International Economics ' separately. 
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TABLE 5.11: SUBJECT WISE DISTRIBUTION OF LITERATURE 
d 
1. 
2_ 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 
1 
j 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
5 
5 
5 
i 
i « 
1 O 
u 
la' 
Industrial Economy 
Public finance 
Money Banking 
Economic growth and 
development 
Indian Economy 
Agricultural Economics 
Micro Economics 
International economics 
Total 
1 
ON 
a-. 
3 
1 
-! J 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
o 
1 
2 
2 
I 
un 
i o 
' • ^ 
TJ-
o 
o 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
o ^ 
7 
5 
5 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
26 
3 * 
1. 
26.92 
19.23 
19.23 
15.38 
7.69 
3.84 
3.84 
3.84 
99.97 
^ t 
"Z Li. 
u 
26.92 
46.15 
65.38 
80.76 
88.45 
94.29 
98.13 
91.97 
99.97 
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CHAPTER- 6 
CONCLUSION 
The analysis of citations of 26 Doctoral Theses submitted in 
Department of Economics, A.M.U., Aligarh during the time period 
of 1996-2005 reveals the trends of using the citations in theses. The 
result and the findings have been concluded as under : 
> The researchers in the field of economics are consulting 
'Periodicals', which have the highest number of citations, 
accounting for 44.76% of the total, Books are the second 
highest group (42.00%),followed by Reports, Conference 
Proceeding, News paper. Reference books. Bills and Acts, and 
Ph.D. Theses. 
> A rank list of Periodicals ,first 143 most cited periodicals with 
a minimum of 3 citations have been given, which accounts for 
93.07%) of total periodicals. The remaining 5.97%) are 
contributed by as many as 87 periodicals . "Economic and 
Political Weakly (EPW)" occupied the first position with 
highest citation number,i.e., 155(10.65%)). 
> The maximum number for periodicals were consulted in the 
decade 1986-1995. i.e.,614(42.19%) and minimum appeared in 
the year 1946-1955, i.e.,11(0.75%). 
> Most productive country of Periodicals is India, i.e., 
772(53.05%), which have the highest number of citations 
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followed by USA and UK, i.e., 285(19.58%), 164(11.27%) 
respectively. 
> Rank list of Authors of Periodicals indicates the maximum 
articles which contributed by Bhattacharya, Mrinal Kanti, i.e., 
12(0.82%), followed by Tilak. J.B.G. having 10 citations 
forming (0.68%) and Prakash, S. having 9 citations forming 
(0.61%)) were ranked second and third respectively. 
> The majority of the articles in the periodicals have been 
produced by single Authors , i.e., 1221(70.42%o), followed by 
a team of two authors, i.e., 250(12.09%) following a team of 
three authors, i.e., 63(4.32%o) and followed by a team of more 
than three authors, i.e., 21(1.45%)) respectively. 
> A rank list of authors name indicates the maximum Books were 
contributed by Siddiqui, M.N., i.e., 13(0.95%). 
> The majority of the books have been produced by single 
authors ,i.e., 1175(80.00%)), followed by a team of two 
authors,i .e.l61(l 1.79%) and so on. 
> The maximum number of books are in the decade 1986-1995, 
i.e., 340(24.90%) and minimum in the decade 1936-1945, i.e., 
8(0.58%). 
> The most productive country for Books is India, i.e., 
471(34.50%), which have highest number of citations, 
followed by USA „i.e., 233 (17.06 %) and so on. 
> The maximum numbers of theses were submitted by the 
researchers in Industrial Economy, i.e., 7(26.92%) out of 26 
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theses and minimum theseswere submitted in Agricultural 
Economics, Micro-Economics and International 
Economics,!.e., 1(1%) During the period of 2000-20005. 
> The majority of documents 3051 (93.87%) out of 3250 are in 
English, which is followed by literature of Arabic, Hindi, and 
Urdu having frequency of occurrence ,i.e., 80(2.46%), 
75(2.30%) and 24(0.73%) respectively while rest 
i.e.,20(0.60%) are in German language. 
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